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COCaE!

SarriM)

UONSIZURS ARITHMETIC BAD
UG5T .FC3 KENS AND TREES
T3rX2 AND HESS
KSN AND WOLVES "
THE DOCTOR MILL

protest" against the cancellation of
113 sections oi school lands by tne
Unitetd States land office and the
proposed cancellation of 101 more,
Governor Hinkle has given out a prepared statement.
It follows: v
"The most recent action on the part
of the government in the state of
New Mexico has been the cancellation of school sections in San Juan
county. One hundred and thirteen
sections have been cancelled in the
last 90 days and 101 sections are now
pending cancellation.
"These sections were cancelled by
the register and receiver of the local
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He Gave His Life
For His Fellowmen
Our Unknown
Soldier

ft.
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PROCLAMATION
EXECUTIVE OFFICE

for
Advertised

'

one-ha-

'

St Louis Star renders great
Announcement was made last week
service to the country in Hs exposure
of a medical diploma mill, turning by this paper that Col. King Stanley
loose upon the country an anriy of and caravan left Gallup Friday for
ignorant dangerous men equipped San Francisco, via Phoenix, and that
with "diplomas" authorising them to he was advertising the highway route
via Gallup.
..
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Dividends vs. Denunciation

'

The banks that are being opened by
labor unions form a very proper
method of abolishing' capitalism by
leaking it unanimous. It will pay
fort dividends than denunciation,
liar is nothing so bad in the dollar
xrten a fellow owns it Sibley
(9wa) Tribune.

.

OUR LOCAL

NEED

Here there is a decided cosmopolU
tan population, that is, this ia true
of most of McKinley county. Where
this is not true there is great inconvenience to obtain medical attention,
There is no other way by which we
can have this nurse than to put over
U. S. land office on the evidence pre- this Roll Call. Space will not be
sented by Mr. Gillette, geologist, and taken here to show how some other
Mr. Sears, mineral examiner.
The or all other of our Health Program
for cancellation were that is dependent upon the success of the
grounds
these are mineral lands.
Red Cross.
of
"Sections 16 and 36 were granted to ' When we present the names
the territory of New Mexico in 18981 those chosen to represent the county
ana in iiuu a lurtner grant was made as the staff officers of the Red Cross
of section 2 and 32 to the state. The organization, you will at once see
latter to be effective January 6, 1912, that a good work has been done they
In each of these are representative.
date of statehood.
grants and the grants were made withMrs. F. L. Evans, County chairman;
out other exceptions, it expressly
Mrs. F. B. Mapel, Secretary;
lands
to
the
were
to
the
states, that
go
E. K. Errett, Treasurer;
were
state
unless they
territory or
Mrs. C. C. Manning;
known to be mineral at the time of
Mrs. E. W. Cooper;
the grant, or were occupied as home
Mrs. B. W. Carrington;
steads or were unsurveyed.
Dr. J. W. Hannett;
"A large part of these lands were
Dr. A. H. DeLongj
Rev. L. A. Stark;
surveyed in 1881 or a few years later,
some prior to that date and practically
Rev. J. W. Hendrix, chairman of
all before 1898; so, that the survey the roll call.
question does not enter into it to any
As a public servant you may bo
! extent.
Therefore the state has had called upon to take some active
possession of sections 16 and 36 for share, and it is no time for any to
a period of 25 years, and of 2 and 32 fall down on the job.
for almost 12 years.
o
"Practically all the cancellation
claims have been filed from 1920 to
Day
1923. Mr. Scars and Mr. Gillette made
Be
Will
their examination from May 18, 1916
to September 12, 1916. This was certainly not at the time of the grant and
Day, Monday, Novemthere is no evidence whatsoever pro- berArmistice
12, will be observed in Gallup
duced regarding coal or other minerwith
programs at the difals prior to the date of this exam- ferentappropriate and
in the evening.
schools,
ination.
at 7:30, a joint meeting: will be held
"I understand that the supreme at the First Methodist church, under
court has handed down decisions upon the auspices of the several clubs and
concessions in other states that the civic homes womans
uud, inua
burden of proof of mineral is upon the Welfare Association, Parent Teachers
be
and
must
same
the
government
Association, the P. E. O., the Kiwanis
made at the time of the grant. In Club, the Red Cross and the Boy
be
addition to this such mineral must
Srouts.
proven to exist in paying quantities.
The program, as arranged, will be
"The intention of these grants to a follows:
E. K. Errett, of Palnfer Ketner
the territories and new states was to
help the public schools. Same or aim Post No. 8, American Legion, presidilar irrants were made to the older ing.
. The Audience,
states.
standing, "America.
"A Night in a Boys' Camp,". Cen"The lands now being cancelled are
near the oil discoveries on the Navajo tral School Boys.
'
Address: "The Boy Scouts of Am
reservation and possibly this may
Pierce.
Kelly
erica,"
do
to
the
with
have something
very
"The American Legion," Fred WilU
recent finding that they are coal lands.
If the government continues to pur munder.
Violin Solo, Marion Frankie.
sue this policy we have not a vested
Child Welfare, Mrs. A. H. DeLong.
right or title to a single school sec'
Selection by the Choir.
tion in the state. It is a sad commen
A County Health Program, Dr. J.
these
us
to
for
congress
grant
tary
lands and when they prove oi vaiue w W. Hannett.
Vocal Solo, Mrs. Roat.
take them away. It is not even necesAmericanization, Lois Randolph. (
sary for them to prove of value, but
Education, Mrs. C. C. Floyd.
they may be taKen away upon... a prosVocal Solo, Martha Ketner Lindsay.
,
pective value.
McKinley County, Jerry Farmer.
"It. has also been proposed to enThe Red Cross Drive, Rev. J. W.
reservation
Indian
the
Navajo
large
south. Itendrix.
by extending it to the east and
Taps, H. B. Crandall.
surround
will
almost
This extension
o
well
as
town
of
in
Gallup,
the
and take
as portions of the railroad and tne vilCompany
will
lages to the east of Gallup. This
cause the state to surrender about 100
Builds
sections more. It may be a coincident,
by the discovery of oil and the exten
P. Milan Company have let con
sion of the Navajo reservation at one
and the same time seems rather re- tract for the construction of a two-stobrick, the lower floor to be used
markable. The giving of lieu lands in
exchange does not answer or repay. for his mercantile business, the up
There are no suitable or valuable lieu per story for a rooming house. Nick
Hensrel has the building contract and
lands left.
has
the
"I think the people of New Mexico Jones Electrical Company
fixtures.
should be well informed on this sub- contract for the electricalwill be loone The new Milan building
ject and should rise up and enter
cated lust across the street from the
unanimous protest. And they will.
Peoples Market.
present
confer"At the recent governors'
of
the
all
ence we secured the promise
governors present to assist us in thisn Legion Dance
by asking their respective representa-4to see that justice
was had, that these school lands be
confirmed to the state and the title to
Palmer Ketner Jr. Post No. 8 Am
the same be forever settled. In no erican
Legion, will give their annual
acnooi
our
can
judu
other way
puhiic
at
dance
the City Club this Saturday
be secure."
o
night. Every arrangement has been
completed that this may be the event
of the season snd all are invited.
Mesilla
The part that American soldiers
Bursum played
in the World war fills the
most interesting chapter in all his
'
SANTA FE, Nov. 5. Senator Bur-su- tory, a sacrifice for the cause of huwas the guest of landownera of manity, for freedom and for liberty,
the Messilla Valley last week and at a a cause for which thousands of our
mnfArenre at the time stated it sons gave their lives that other peoseems to be absolutely essential that ple snd nstions, though foreign,
immediate arrangements be made so might not be enslaved for the take of
great
that the annual charge to oe piaceo greed and war ours was the
of the huagainst the property owners of the est sacrifice in the history
district shall not impose a hardship man race.
The American Legion Is to perpet-unt- A
upon them. Any other would be an
the srlorv of that sacrifice and
inhuman policy": As uaual the Senator can see "human" interest and on each 'Armistice Day it it fitting?
cm he relied unon to nrotect the In that we pay tribute to the memory
terest of the Individual citiiens of of America's gift to Belgium, to
France to England to tha world.
this state.

P. Milan

New Place

ry

OF NEW MEXICO

I respectfully request the American legion to take
charge of the ceremonies on this day; that all public
business be suspended and that schools, churches, social and civic organizations, labor unions, brotherhoods
and patriotic societies assist in arranging appropriate
and dignified ceremonies for the day.
Done at the executive office this the first day of
November, 1923.
Witness my hand and the great seal of the state of
New Mexico.
J. F. HINKLE,
(SEAL)
Governor.
Attest:

King Stanley
Boosting for Gallup

Medical men who have been content to sit on State Boards, confining
their activities to attacks on other
schools of healing, never finding time
to investigate tneir own nouse ana
put it in order, ought also to be Interested in the work that the St
Louis Star has done for them.:

,

3

Santa Fe, New Mexico
WHEREAS, Chapter 58, Laws 1923, provides that
"Armistice Day, the eleventh of November of every
year, in commemoration of the cessation of hostilities
over the battle fields of w estern Europe during the great
war is hereby declared to be a legal holiday"; and
WHEREAS, it is fitting that this day should be set
aside as a legal holiday as a mark of respect to the
memory of those who fought and gave their lives in
the late World war:
NOW THEREFORE, I, J. F. HINKLE, governor of
the state of New Mexico, by virtue of the authority in
me vested, in view of the eleventh of November falling
on Sunday, do hereby, proclaim and designate
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1923, AS ARMISTICE
DAY AND A LEGAL HOLIDAY IN THE STATE

-

Col. "Stanley didn't get
am
Cnu4U
count of the rain. Leo Leaden pilot
ed th Stanley caravan west and over
into Arizona so that the caravan of
automobiles. might go over the best
roads. Alex Schaefer of the White
Garage took care of Col Stanley while
he was in Gallup, showing him every
favor possible. Col. Stanley travels
from New York to San Francisco and
a sign on his car reads: "Go via
Gallup, New Mexico, the Beat and
Shortest Route from Coast to Coast!'
This sign alone, is worth many hundreds of dollars to Gallup. In addition to this Gallup boost the Colonel
and his wife lecture, filling dates,
along the route, ana never fail to
mention Gallup go via, Gallup New

We are around to another roll call
of the Red Cross. The schedule set
from Armistice Day Nov. 11 to
Thanksgiving Nov. 20th.
THE ORGANIZATION
officera are having a
. The staff
meeting on Friday evening of this
week to perfect the County organiia
tion. The whole county is under ob
ligations as each one is party to its
benefit.
r
A FULL TIME RED CROSS
NURSE
For the last two years we have had
a Red Cross nurse. To any who have
cared to observe there is no use to
argue the benefits derived from such
service. Just take one example, our
nurse during the smallpox epidemic.
She did a heroic service.
. :
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practise medicine end destroy life.
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Observed

Before
Federal Court
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Armistice
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SANTA FE, Nov. 6 Urging the
people oi tne state oi New Mexico
to ''rise up and enter one unanimous

approximate figures on the number
of Navajos now attending government day and boarding schools and
private Indian schools at various
places, both on and off the reservation. In no instance are there any
less than the figures quoted but some
Monsieur Loucheur, ableit finan- of the schools may have a few more
cial mind in Fiance, tells .Americans, and there are a few in scattering
tYou must put out of your minds all schools which are not mentioned at
idea of getting money that France all.
owes you. Payment ia imossible. ConDefiance, covernment
400
sider the stupendous sum France owes Ft
260
Tohatichi, government
you.".
200
Lee, government
The amout that France owes us is Chin
Lukaichukal. government
14
'a little over four billion dollars.
22
Cornfield, government
280
Michaels, private
Loucheur may be right, payment
100
Kehoboth, private
may be impossible.
114
Ganado Mission, private
But this puzzles you. Polncaire, Crown
300
Point,
government
to
a
there
conference, says
consenting
22
mustn't be any suggestion of cutting Pinedale, government
70
Farmington,
private
down the amout he thinks Germany
200
government
should pay. That amount is thirty Albuquerque,
100
Santa Fe, government
billions.
600
Shiprock, government
If France can't pay "the stupend Tuba
200
City, government
ous sum' of four billions, now can
280
Leupp, government
Germany pay more than seven times Theo. Roosevelt, government
280
as much 7 Will the world conferS16
Riverside, government
ence answer that qpestion?
60
Haskell Institute
answer.
arthmetic
won't
Ordinary
60
Ute Mountain, government
Chickens lay more eggs when you
3768
Total
licht the coop at nurht. prolonging
Navthe period of eating. Everybody If the total population of the
knows that. Now. it is Shown that ajo tribe is 30,000, and it is probably
prolonging the day by electric light just about that there is one Navajo
will make plants increase their out of every eight now in school.
Estimating that as many as are now
growth.
in school have had at least a partial
Americans re- - education during the past 20 years
Only twenty-on- e
incomes of one million
this means that one out of every four
Kited more.
Navajo Indians is either educated to
In 1920 seventy reported incomes some degree or is in school. This is
of a million. The solitary income of a remarkable progress for one gen
five millions represent live cents on eration.
Sev
one hundred millions dollars.
Superintendent Perry informs us
eral Americans would laugh if you that in 1903 when he went to take
offered them a hundred million for charge of a government school in the
everything they own. This doesnt Navajo country there were less than
mean illegal or criminal evasion of 350 Navaios in schools including gov
income tax. The laws are drawn so ernment and private schools.
o
that they reach small men, doctors,
lawyers, moderate sized business men.
They don't reach the really great for- Bootleggers
tunes. Everybody knows that several
great fortunes, Henry' Ford's, John
D. Rockefeller's, and two or three
SANTA FE, Nov. 6. Nine persons
others are worth many times one hundred million dollars. But the money charged with various offenses under
is in corporations The owners of the National Prohibition act appearthe corporations do not draw the ed before Judge O. L. Phillips of the
it. a good Urited States district court Monday
monev out They
in labor and pleaded guilty.
thing when it is
Here are their sentences:
ving enterprises, not so good wnen
vested in bonds that pay no tax
Louise Booth, $50 on first count,
whatever
$50 on aecond.
Lopez, $75 on first, 30 days
The question is: Can Ford, by any in Toney
on second. jail
chance, stampede the Democratic conen
$75
Patricio
Martinez,
first, 30
vention? Political leaders believe
that if Ford had a regular nomina- days on second.
Fred Cooper, $250 and costs. tion it would be impossible to beat
Simon Sias, $250 and costs.
If the Democrats believe it
him.
Henry Andrews, $50 on first, $50
earnestly in 1924, and if Ford had
somebody that could produce a "Cross on second.
R. D. Lardizabel, $150.
of Gold" speech for him, stampeding
Manuel Salinas, 30 days on first
the convention might not be difficult. What politicians want, first of $100 on second.
'
' Juan
all, is to win.
Ortega, $25.
Last week Communists were Inter-Trib- al
1924
marching on Berlin to upset the Republican government.
In this blessed country, at about
Being
the same time, the public was learnamounttobacco
a
combination
ing of
The Gallup Herald envelope stunt
ing to two hundred and fifty million for the 1924 Ceremonial has started
simdollars, combining big interests,
off very well. The Drake Hotel got
plifying business all excellent, pro- first lot As we have stated, several
vided the public keeps track of what hundred thousand
envelopes are used
"
is done.
institutions. If
' Over in Europe they are tearing annually by Gallup
lf
of our business concerns
only
buildare
we
Here
to
pieces.
things
use Gallun Herald 1924 Ceremonial
ing up. Happy we.
envelopes, many thousand people will
" With a loaf of bread in Germany have their attention called to the
dates of the 1924 Ceremonial. Place
costing five billion marks-vwhic- h
your envelope orders with The Galin
the
have
been 11,250,000,000
would
Herald this 1924 Ceremonial
lup
Allies
are
old days the intellectual
stunt will not cost you one
all
question cent The Gallup Herald pays the bill.
beginning to set aside
of reparations.
They are wondering
o
whether they can hold Germany toCol.
gether and prevent the appearance of
another worse "Russia."
'

m

TAILED PROTEST FILED
BY EXECUTIVE, GIVING
REASONS V

SANTA FE,. Nov
. A remark
able increase in toe number of Nav
ajo Indians being educated was demonstrated recently by reports made
by Superintendents
Perry. Stacher
and Parquet who gave the following

YEAR

The Red Croat
Annual Koll Call

CAIXELLAMI

OPPOSED BY HINKLE;

SCHOOL
NOW THAN
WZ
TEN YEARS AGO,
SAYS REPORTS
FROM
SEVERAL SCHOOLS

PEn

NUMBER 12

OF SCHOOL LAND

IN

(AstocMtar

rat copy

' P.CO

MEXICO, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER, 10, 1923

ARMISTICE DAY

i

five czrrrs

nY

v

Soledad C. Chacon, Secretary of State.

City Meat Market
Changea Hands
Changes Hands

The Candy Shop

Lous M. Golino has sold the Candy
Atmi TUtIU. Mr. Barlis
is an expert candy maker, and asso
ciated with him is oil wue, an experienced saleslady in the capacity
of dealing in candy and candy goods,
soft drinks, etc. Mr. Barlia will conduct the Candy Shop at the same place
and promises Gallup one of the finest
canay ana soji anna puna x mi
West.

cl.

Bill Kimsey and John Wall have
bought the City Meat Market, taking
over the place Monday of this week.
These gentlemen are well Known and
are hustling good market dealers.
They will conduct the City Market as
an
place for all kinds of
choice fresh meats, marketproducts,
fish and oysters in season. They want
to please by giving? first class service
in every particular.
te
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Saturday Night
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But there are thousands of peo
AX3 YOU AN OSTRICH?
ple who are doing today with regard
York
New
Talk
delivered
la
t . Caa
to tBa subject of cancer exactly what
na.
r
wt
the ostrich did about its enemies.
They are hiding the truth from themfor Ut Central ef Cancer.)
selves as though by doing so they
I wonder if there ii anyone who haa were insuring themselves against the
Mi heard and amiled in tuperior consequences. What they are really
wmj at the amusing tale of the doing, of course, is to greatly increase
atrich?
tneir danger.
You will remember that the ostrich
We should not be afraid to face
Jtaried it head in the Band when the facts. We should take account
It had reason to suppose that danger of them. Often they will be found,
was in the neighborhood and, by so upon inspection, far less formidable
doing, imagined that it was protect than they st first appeared and to see
tag itself from harm. It was as a danger clearly is often to enable us
though by biding the enemy from - to avoid H.
it was hiding itself from the eneWhat I shall tell you about cancer
may save your life, if you will keep
The absurdity of this tale has made your head out of the sand and heed
ft a classical illustration of foolish- - the facts which I am going to give
m

Lity

'

it-ae-b?
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PUELISSED BY KSQUrST OF
HcXINLST COUNTY UXDICAL SOC1STY

)

t--

:cl

re-

moval of t-- e rrowth while ii to
very small Lvery cancer strts la
a small way. At first it causes bo
It may
pain and- - little inconvenience.
be located anywhere in or on the
. may
grow to coaaidsraUs
body.
site before it becomes patnrui.
How soon the cancer causes ser-iaum trouble deDcnda upon the loca
tion. If it is in the mouth, or on the
lip or akin, it is probable that it will
be recognized as something, serioua
still small. SomeAies
while it
warts and moles and occasionally old
sores and scars, are the places where
cancers begin.
Any change in the
size or appearance or sensitiveness
of a mole or other skin imperfection
should receive attention until it is

It

satisfactory explained.

that they
to do anyuntil they are absoto do so. They are
so to a physician

Many people who know
have a cancer are unwilling

thing about

H

lutely compelled
as reluctant to
though their going would make them
worse.
An eminent physician has
you.
said that there would be .no deaths
The American Society for the Con
from skin cancer if people would al
trol of Cancer is ten years old. It
ways go to competent physlciana
was formed by a small group of sur- when
ANNOUNCCMSNT
they first suspected their trougeons and other persons who possess- ble. Aa
it is, about 2,300 deaths from
ed more knowledge than most people
skin cancer, occur in the United
oi the nature of cancer and tne talngs States every year. The records of
which people should do to protect
Hopkins Hospital show
themselves from
It was felt that the Johns
among women 99 cases out of
there was some simple facts which, that
100 who have come for the treatment
if put in the possession of the gencancer of the breast have felt a
eral public, would lead to the early of
there for months before doing
lump
cases
cancer
tnus
and
recognition oi
anything about
mske possible a cure.
X
hope I have been able to convince
For. to cure a cancer, it is neces
these remarks that if you
you
sary that its existence be discovered nave by
reason to
you may
any
at an early stage. After the disease have a cancer, you suppose
should resolutely
has once become thoroughly establishovercome the reluctance which most
ed, it is almost always too late to
people have, and go at once to a comstop it. Most people do not know
for examination and
this. They think that there is no use petent physician
This is not only the wisest
advice.
rid
troublesome
to
get
doing anything
course for you to follow but the only
of a cancer until the cancer becomes
one which the best scientific informaSuch
itself.
troublesome
peovery
tion of the day hag to recommend to
ple make a tremendous mistake. The
is
while you.
time to be cured of a cancer
In the United States the total numit is so small that it hardly seems
of deaths from cancer of all kinds
ber
necessary to do anything about
now
is
about 90,000 every year, acOne should always remember that in
Is Now Open
to the official statistics which
cording
a very important respect cancer is
by the Government at
like a fire a fire which has been are published Cancer
constitutes one
Washnigton.
started by accident: it can be extin- of
the most important causes of death
small.
it
while
is
guished only
in America and most other countries.
The method employed by the AmCan-ce- r, Its
prevalence has aroused concern
of
Control
erican Society for the
113 Second Street
not
among members of the medonly
in
therefore, is to tell people
but among economists
ical
profession
with
olain laneuace the siens of early can
in social pro
,4 and others interested
cer and unre those who think they'
CHOICE FRESH MEATS
Societies and committees ox
gress.
may have these signs, to go to their men and women have been organised
OF ALL KINDS
fsmily physicians at once in order to in England, France, Spain and varimake sure. If they go when their
ous other countries in order to comsuspicions are first aroused, they will bat the disease.
the
that
than
often
more
not,
find,
are indications that cancer
PRICES RIGHT
trouble is not really cancer but some- is There
in prevalence. Statisincreasing
most
thing much less serious. Thus,
have been published seem
which
tics
Discount
relieved.
Coupon Books at 10
people will have their fears
show thst a large proportion of
For Cash
There are thousands of men and to
deaths
are due to it mW than waa
women in the United States who have
case some years ago. The reaa secret suspicion that they have this the
sons for this are not entirely clear,
disease and yet will not take the necnor are they likely to be until more
FRANK J. BROWN, Prop.
have
out.
find
to
They
steps
essary
about the condition! which
not the courage to face the truth, is learned
to cancer.
rise
give
stand
from
every
yet it is important
In many laboratories and hospitals
the underlying problems of cancer are
beins- - studied and a great deal of
time and money are being spent in
the hope of learning just what can
cer is, why it occurs and wnat will
Large prizes in money have
stop
been offered to stimulate research in
these directions and the highest reward which a scientist can hope to
Room Suite
45.00
Six Piece Reed

HIE

Ml'lll

it

it

OEM

MARKET

it

FOR BUSINESS

rTOTORE

Living
Small Library Table
White Enamel Single Bed, 2 Inch Continuous
Posts, Splendid Spring and M stress

-

5.00

16.00

Complete
Kitchen Range
White Enamel Kitchen Cabinet

35.00

.............

......

.

Electric Hot Plate
50 Feet New Rubber Hose, Nozzle, Rake
and Hoe

25.00
1.00

.

"

4.00

APPLY AT HOUSE NO. 20

COAL BASIN

x3

forahotbidiast!

cooks

in Vz the time of coffee!

Quaker Oats now conies in 2 styles regular '
Quaker Oats, the kind you've always known, and
QUICK QUAKER. . ,
Quick Quaker makes oats the quickest break- fast dish. Cooks perfectly in 3 to 5 minutes
scarcely longer than simple toasted bread.
;

.

J

2 Kind of Quaker
At Your Grocers
Qukk Quaker

Same plump oats as regular Quaker Oats 'the
kind you've always known. Cut before flaking,
rolled very thin and partly cooked. And, these
small flakes cook faster that's, the only differ- -

03

an

Quaker Oets.
Get whichever you pt sfsr.

;
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Good Eye Sight Is on of the
Greatest Assets to Man or
Woman.
,
.,
If Nature or CiKUtMtancss
have Cheated You out of Par
feet Eyes then Tour Bast
Chance for Good Vision is the
Prompt and Careful Attention
of a Competent Optometrist, ,
SEE US

-

2t

f. V. 7unr.i
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN

5r

State

cures
ointments and other
In spite of the law, personH of this
actual knowledge of
kind, without
responsibility, set themselves up as
authorities on cancer and advertise
to cure the disease by the application
of compounds which, upon scientific
examination, are found to have no
merit whatever. The claims made by
these humbugs appear authentic to
the uninformed. And they are often
eonvincini: for the humbugs adver
tise in ways which are admirably cal
culated to disarm suspicion and create
confidence. The results

Supervision

Established

1909

ARMISTICE DAY
'

.

is a day of mourning in many thousands of
American homes, but however keen the grief
it is always, accompanied by a sense of honest

pride.

are disastrous. For
there may seem to be improve
ment; but tne improvement is only
.

time

For Armistice Day put the seal of victory upon America's effort in the greatest
of all Wars, and proper recognition of the
occasion demands a spirit of rejoicing.
:
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rL:cj and
Ua
ia amJ forces ef tl Vz'.Ui
Hi. 11
r i
cries," daring any war, .
t
rjyij
and you Ut h wee, because he bu
eaaSBassnaively admitted the charges of the
at the office of County
call
Flease
State Record.
Treasurer. Room 5, Court Houses to
The State Record la now, and alof taxes
sign application for refund1922.
ways hat been, for the auditing of
fnr tii v&ar
Ap
a.
any state office which is believed to plication can be signed only by those
need auditing, and this has been made wm nave serveu
winy ofuythe United
plain all the time. - .
- h. .niuui fnmM
However, the State Record opposes States while the United States was
the robbing of the school children of engaged in war, or by unmarried wi- the state to pay for collecting demo- dowa ox men wno nave ner
cratic campaign material, and if all above stated.
must
that Magee says ia true (and it is
Bring your discharge (which
not) the democrats are doing nothing be an honorable discharge with you
but collecting campaign material at or
application cannot be considered
the expense of the funds of the state unless
conclusive
you have other very
Isnd office.
'
of your service.
proof
The State Tribune deliberately tells
You are not entitled to refund unui just what it is proposed to have less you were bona-jfidw)r
this audit result in. It is proposed
property on which tax was levied.
by Magee and his political minuets No refunds can be made until all
to have the school children and state
am filled out enabling of
institutions pay for collecting mater- ficials to determine amount necessary
ial to fight, politically, Senator Bur-suto cover, when a special levy wm
Frank A. Hubbell. Ed. Otero. be requested
to provide funds.
and every republican who may have
D. ROLLIE,
'
some reputation as a public man, and
County Treasurer.
who may be possible timber for some
Per FRANK CANAVAN,
public office.
Deputy.
The State Record charged that this
wu the purpose of the "audit" This 12-is now admitted.
Now is the time for these demoAm m nni;ttia1 nronoaition. the dem
cratic politicians tOfturn respectable
orocrats
running the present state robenough to make them let the school
along
can
go
right
ganization
monies alone. There is nothing- else kino Ka aohnnl chilrfrpn nf the State.
at issue.
because there is a time coming when
The State Comptroller was given
will take a nana in wis,
the
funds
with which to audit any ul parents
ample
ha slatlnn return will be Com
or all the State offices, and the audit
without forcing their children
will be perfectly satisfactory to all piled
to pay for it, eitner.
Republicans if it is paid for from the
appropriations made for that purpose.
We again
warn these democrats
that it is a political mistake te rob
The gov
the kiddies of this state.
ernment gave them this land for the
purpose of educating them, and it
did not give it to the democratic state
organization to use in compiling
whatever some democratic official
may believe will injure the chances
of some republican opponent
And when Magee admits the intent
Under
of the audit he certainly gives his
cause
their
for
cries
political gang

seeming. Tne patient, by employing
the useless product, loses valuable
time.
The cancer grows. It becomes
distribute through various parts of
the body When it has passed the
stage where it can be cured, the pa
tient resorts to the competent physi
cisn to whom he should have gone in
the first place But there is nothing
it
to be done except to relieve the suf
fering until the end
treatments are
Radium and '
attain immortal renown awaits the not humbugs, provided they are man
man or woman who can diacover i aged by reputable experts. They may
medical cure for this disease. Mean be helpful in certain cases, as, for
while it ia of the utmost importance example, where the surgical removal
to make the best possible use of the of the cancer is not practicable. But
beware of those who advertise to cure
facts which are known.
Some things which cancer is not cancer, no matter how they propose
seem to be well established. For ex to do it. It anyone has a genuine
cure or a means of relieving the suf
ample, it is not a communicable disease, like others tuberculoia or ty fering which attends this disease, he
kwili have no difficulty in gaining i
phoid fever. One need not be afraid
of catching it There is no occasion Iarare followine and a substantial en
to shun the presence of a cancer pa dorsement by putting bis djcovery
tient on this score. Again, cancer forward in the regular ways always
is not apparently, due to a parasite, employed by reliable physicians and
and scientists in this and
are bo many diseases it is not surgeons
hereditary in the ordinary sense, al every other country.
Althoueh cancer may attack any
though it must be admitted that the
of the body there are some i-locamembers of some families seem more part
a.:
i. ' it.
iu 11
lions wmcni are mure, buujci-disnosed to it than others
One of the difficulties connected than others and some in which can
with the control of cancer, and a dif cer is more curable. In more than a
of all cases the principal attficulty which the public should help quarter
is
ack
upon the stomach and liver.
in
to
the
the society
overcome, lies
The
which you should keep in
humbugs who trade upon the fears mind sign
in order to detect cancer in this
of the sick by selling them worthless
reeion
is: persistent indigestion
which can not otherwise be satisfac
torily accounted for. This statement,
like all those relating to the recognition of the disease, applies chiefly to
people over forty years of age. Can
cer is relatively rare among young
The disease manes its prin
people.
cipal attack upon those who are in
middle
life or more advanced in
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the rich Quaker flavor. All the good of hot
breakfasts quick Today, try Quick Quaker.
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Cancer is of snecial interest to
women,. lor it is more prevalent
among them than among men. Sta
tistics indicate that of . the total
deaths in the United States every
year; one out of every eight women
dies of cancer and one out of every
thirteen men dies of it
About seventeen thousand women
die each year from cancer of the
breast and generative organs, a fact
which is attributed to the part which
women play in the perpetuation of
the race. Any unusual or growing
lump in the breast of a woman of
forty years or more should arouse
suspicion;
any unnatural discharge
is sn indication that ahe should go to
a capable physician for examination
and advice.
And now, what I have said from
the beginning constitutes the message
which the American Society for the
Control of Cancer wants to tell to
you.. .
.
.
.
.
Think about cancer, nut not too
much

i,

-
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If you suspect that you may have
the disease, make certain.
Do it at once.

to a competent doctor and rely
what he tells you. If he advitiWs
an operation, by all means have it
Go

'

upon

performed.

nave a good cnance ez cure,
matter fa taken nronarlv in
'hand and ip tint.
You

the

CArU'TWJCKS TBACTOIXS

tained, and wk'Xh is not subject to
taxation. 'Neither tx State of
sas nor its neighboring
::,
rasxs, Colorado or U'
jv.fcavt
Lm:3TCUCTIV2 AND CTUCATICMAL
TELLS IICCTLIK'J ACOUT K2V7 ttlXICO
water transportation. K.t i.;xh light,
RAILROADS ARE ENTITLED TO FAU
therefore, can be thrown con the
NATIVES AND MEXICANS ARS IGNORANT
Kansas rate situation by a eorxlder- atton oi the costs or ocean transports
"HEADS I WIN:
chances of heavy loss, thus taking all tion.
from Albuquerque
cratic.
TAILS YOU U08Z" me rK involved in production and
The state was dominated bv a
Herald)
can
there
never
be
a fair
marketing,
The Oklahoman at Oklahoma City rupt political ring composed of proFICTION ABOUT WATERZD
division
of costs or profits, nor a
Editorial from the Hutchinson, KanSTOCK
, .,
under a Tulsa date line on October IS fessional politicians, bankers, mute
i
sas, Daily Gazette, August 3, 1923) square deal for that poor "goat of all
carried the following dispatch full of owners aha other large interests to
in further said in this editorial
It
"Figuring roughly, it costs the farm- economic controversies, the ultimata
untruths and lies about New Mexico collusion with descendants of &
that, The
measure,
er as much to land his products in consumer." ,
and another fflarina evamnle of the Spanish dons who settled in ttexice
to
waicn
them
guarantees
(referring
the market as it costs him to grow
hcind of publicity New Mexico is being under grants from the king 300 yean
the railroads) a fixed income 'from
:
MR. BLEDSOE'S REPLY
them. In other words, the farmer
given by 'The Dawn of a New Day" ago.
their
watered
stock and
investments,'
spends months of hard work, risks a
There was no secret ballot ' Every
Chicago, August 21, 1923.
and his foreign owned newspaper here
is the millstone hung on the
all,
Editor
of
The
his
and
held his vote for sale and
investment
of
Hutchinson
heavy
Gatette,
and
capital,
sister
Spaniard
its
publications
throughout
and
farmer's neck,
the one great ob
OCNUINK
takes long chances on weather condHutchinson. Kansas.
was conducted to the polls. with a
the
country:
stacle in the path of his making a
banknote in one hand and his ballot
itions, and then, at the last moment, Dear Sir:
fair, or even slight, profit on his ladoubles his expense and risk in order
In the other to make sure he voted
has
attention
been
to
directed
My
TULSA
Oct.
The
bor."
The
statement
the
that
'
to land his crops in the market place, an editorial annearinsr in the Hut
right.
DURHAM
constitutional
measure
provision
the
guaranteeing
guarantees
where a new set of unfavorable con- chinson Gazette of August 3. 1923. railroads
that
$300,000 was
Magee
charge
freedom of speech and the press is
a fixed income upon their
T03ACCO tha
ditions may force him to take a heavy entitled, "Heads I Win; Tails You
Albert B. Fall is
.
spent in
knliirarlr nt
Ilk...
watered
investment,
including
'
loss.
Lose." I am sure it wsi not your is clearly erroneous. The value stock,
Carl C. Magee, former Tulsan and the senate the last time.
fixed
Up to ten years ago there was a
"In short, the railroads collect from purpose to deal unfairly with the
now
editor
of
Mexico
New
the
State
the
Commerce
Interstate
Com
crease for the country as a whole. In
him at a single transaction, an railroads, ' or the rates charred bv by
public school system in New Mexico,
mission upon the property of the rail contrast, operatnig costs and
Tribune, told the members of the City it
Intaxeg
amount as great as that involved In them. This editorial, however, gives
being held by those in authority
Club
in
conremarks
his
of
the United States creased in 1922 for the same volume
prefacing
way companies
that
the population could best be kept
all the items of his previous expense. in my judgment, a decidedly wrong as
"Freedom
of
the
Press."
of December 31. 1919. was unon of business as 1915 by more than 100 cerning
in subjection by keeping them in ig"Possibly one of the best concrete impression as to a number of
the basis .of the actual units in the per cent. The total operating ex"When newspapers were first pub norance.
Education meant raise in
of that situation was the !tant matters. I am taking the liberty
property as of that date, to which penses of the Santa Fe System Lines lished it was under special license is wages for sheepherders, it was held.
of
in
the
Florida
to
state-of
attention
the
growers
calling
your
experience
there was applied the average prices in 1915 were $76,000,000, and In 1922, sued by the king," Magee said. "If
Magee found that banks were full
At that time the Florida ,ments which it seems to me necessar- - for the five year endincr June 30th. 1166,904,000. or
was published contrary to of state
money on which they were
growers were thrown into temporary ily create this impression and which 1914, except as to land, the value of 904,000. Of this an increase of 100.. anything
litne
estamisnea order of things the
$90,904,000 increase
paying no interest while the state
competition with the growers of Den- are not, in my opinion, well founded. which was computed upon the aver- in
cense
was
operating expenses in 1922. tan.
immediately revoked. The was paying five per cent en several
mark. The Florida growers, while
The first paragraph of the editorial
age value of adjacent and as of the uini,ww was aue to wage and material result was that sheets and pamphets millions and that the mines were tax
able to ship their crops north by says that it costs the farmer as much.date
of valuation. Stockg and bondg price increase alone, the three
largest were issued from cellars and garrets ed on income and not on valuation.
either rail or water, preferred using
not congiderea.
This was de items of which were lnrrena in la. and circulated surreptitiously and in His attack on this
the rails, partly because better di- it does to grow them. I do not know
system brought
stated by Commissioner Clark bor costs from $40,900,000 in 1915 case the publishers were apprehended him into disafavor with
the "gang."
stributing facilities and partly because what is intended to include in "the finitely
Com- to $96,700,000 in 1922. Of this in- they were jailed. The necessity for
Senate
before
in
the
testifying
cost of landing the products in the mittee on Interstate Commerce as to crease $53,200,000 was due
the difference in rates wss not
free
an
as
avenue
and
speech
to
increase
press
cient to have any great bearing on market," but if it is intended to con- the methods
employed by the Com- in wages of labor alone, the average through which public sentiment could
the situation.
BLUEVATER NOTES
vey the impression that the freight mission in determining the valuation price
so
of
was
labor
27
much recognised
being?
an
cents
hnnr crystallize
"The Danish shipments came in, of rates are equal to the cost of pro- upon which the carriers were to be m
of
the
American
founders
the
and
60 cents an hour in 1922; by
course by water, and were subject to duction, and this seems to be a fair permitted to earn a fair return. As $10,700,000 was due
(Herald Correspondence)
that it was a part of the nasolely to Increase
the payment of a duty. However, the inference from the language used, evidencing there was as of the date in price of fuel consumed,
tional
constitution."
and
is
statement
susnot
certainly
Danish potatoes were landed in New such
of calculation no watered stock in the
of
solely to increase in
BLUEWATER, Oct 6. The HalMagee said he went to New Mexico
York, the duty paid, and the cost of tained by the facts. Considering the outstanding capitalization of the rail materials ana suonliea used,price
other a republican in politics, but he soon loween party given by Mr. and Mrs.
on
rate
about
which
wheat,
were
freight
and
transportation considered,
roads of the United States, that cap- - than fuel.
found that party so dominated by a W. A. Thigpen was well attended, al
greatest
sold in the New York market at a there seems to be the
outstanding in the hands In 1915 the Santa Fe System Lines' corrlpt ring of politicians that it be- though the night was stormy. Coni
V.":iitali"tlon
ten
Danish
the
to
growers, for
profit
the public as found by the Inter- - taxes were in round figures $5,500,-00- came necessary to work with the siderable effort had ben put forth by
cents a bushel more than it coat the
state commerce commission was
and in 1922, $18,400,000, the in- democrats. The republican party in the hostess to have the large front
in
wreat
the
sur
grown
territory
Florida growers to ship their crops
$17,413,978,674, while the tentative crease being $12,900,000. The amount New Mexico he found 80 per cent room of the Thigpen residence warm
rounding Hutchinson, I find that the valuation
from Florida to New York,
was
$18,900,000,000, being paid in 1922 was somewhat abnormal Spanish and the democratic party 20 and comfortable and suitably decoratrate is 19 cents per hundred pounds,
ex- on account of there
"Thus, were the Florida growers or 11.4 cents
it approximately $2,000,000,000 in
bushel.
'being Inc'uded per cent Spanish, the better element ed for the occasion. Tasty refreshCertainly
per
Danish
of
cess
with
such
the
to compete
growers, cost the farmer very much more than
outstanding capitaliza- unusual items arising out of the set- of the Spanish people being demo ments were served and most of the
ten
they were obliged to take, from
tlement by the Company with the
guests took part in entertaining the
11.4 cents per bushel to grew his tion.
cents a bushel, the cost of growing wheat
The following guests were
Director General for def Sciences dur- may enable him to become a
company.
purchas
GOVERNMENT DOES NOT
J the potatoes, of hauling them to the
The taxes for er of increased
ing Federal control.
present: Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Snyman.
of
farm
quantities
GUARANTEE
RAILWAY
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Nielson, Mr. and
1922 under normal conditions would
hipping points and of all commis PERCENTAGE OF FREIGHT PAID
EARNINGS
sions and other items. Where, then,
Mrs. Paul Alderman, Mr. and Mrs.
have been approximately $IC,000.- - products.
TO MARKET VALUE FALLS
did the Florida potato growers 'get
Section 15-Garcia, and the Misses
Lucy and
clearly does not by OUO, which is an increase of about 191
STEADILY
THE RAILROAD AND THE
off at' 7
Rook.
terms guarantee the railway com- per cent over 1915.
its
Lucy
May
FARMERS
WELFARE
Kansas
The
City Southern has pre
"In a similar way the Kansas wheat
Mr ind Mrs. F. P. Nielson are the
Summarizing these result' we find The railroads are
intera statement of the comparative panies a return of 6 per cent or any
grower gets his. While his condition pared
rX m:- - other percentage upon the valuation there were increases in 1922 over ested in the welfare sincerely
k v
.i
j
proud parents of an 8 pound son.
the
of
farmer.
was
as
not
as
is possibly
aggravated
1915 as follows:
Neither can prosper without the aid Mother and child are doing well.
JV
that of the potato grower, that part Souri, on May 1, 1903 and m with
of the other.
INCREASE
RATES
IN
The railroad cannot
Bluewater has been without a Norates
from
"V
the
market
and
freight
representative
of his annual production
interprets and applies the Interstate
AND FARES
prosper unless the farmer produces a tary Public for about six months.
cost which must be charged on w points in Kansas. Nebraska, and Mis Commerce Act, specifically held in
mtaart miii.lt lnAAnvnliM
nrhlnli
to Kansas City, Missouri, and
surplus of farm products for trans .....V.. ktta t MUOVU
...WV. IIIVVIIIVII'1W
freight expense is entirely out of all souri,
the Western Grain Rate Case, in Increase In freight
the
to
and
of
on
of
the people. W. 0. Chap- of
the
rate
the
portation,
the
many
products
rates
45 per cent
freight
percentage
I.
95:
64
C.
C.
proportion.
October
1921,
farm would be practically worthless man has just received his papers and
Increase in passenger
"There is no question that the rail- each of these dates to the market
"The duty cast upon us by Secwithout the services of the railroad j is now ready to preform this service,
fares
60
cent
15-per
roads are entitled to a fair return on shows that on May 1, 1903, the averis a continuing duty
tion
in transporting the same to market. I Air. Chapman hus served three terms
'
rate from these selected and
IN
INCREASE
their huge plants, but it does not ne- age freight
OPERATING
looks to the future. It does
The railroads understand and appro- - as Notary Public in the past
was 12.1 per cent of the mar
entitled
are
points
follow
that
they
EXPENSES
AND
TAXES
cessarily
a guarantee to the
ciate the difficult situation in which
Mr. Paul Alderman has accepted a
ket price of wheat; and on May 1, not constitute
to an exorbitant return. The
carriers, nor is the obligation , Increase in wages of
the farmer, and particularly the ex- position with the Bluewater Commermeasure, wh'ch guarantees 1913, it was 8. 2 per cent of the mar
to
due
employes
cumulative."
clusive
wheat farmer, finds himself cial Co. Mr. Alderman has a wife
them a fixed income from their in- ket price of wheat; and on May 1, And again in the Reduced Rate price increase alone.. .122 per cent at the
present time. It is the hope and two children and formerly lived
vestments, watered stock and all, is 1923, 8.4 per cent of the market price cases, on May 16th, 1922, 68 I. C. C. increase in fuel costs due
of the railroads that the farmer may in Albuquerque.
Since May 1, 1923, the
'
alone to price
the millstone hung on thef armorsin of wheat.
likewise understand the difficult probof wheat has declined and that 681, the Commission said:
Mr. and Mrs. George Landcaster
increase
127 per cent lems with
neck, and the one great obstacle or price
must
"The
attract
carriers
which the railway com- have announced the arrival of a new
of corn has increased about an equal
a fair,
Increase in cost of other
th oath of his making labor.
money by rates of return and
amount.
panies must deal. It is only through son. Mother and child are doing
materials
and
even slight profit on his
While
supplies
stability of investment.
an intelligent discussion of the facts.
Including wheat, corn, oats, hay,
"So long as the carrier is assured
than fuel due alone to
rates must not exceed a reason
and primarily by the press, that such nicely.
alfalfa, cattle, hogs and lambs on the
increase
77
cent
of a fixed return from his Investment,his same
price
per
able charge against the public
an understanding may be had. Your . Mr. O. C. McElrath, road contracbasis, and cotton, using the
Increase in taxes
191 per cent
while the producer must run
such
must
as
to
be
served,
no doubt reaches a majority of tor, has returned from a business trip
they
market price at New Orleans on May
The taxes paid by all Class 1 rail- paper
obtain the needed new capital. It
the people of Hutchinson and of the t. Sm.ta Fe. Krs. O. C. MjS'.vnlh is
1st of each of said years, snd repreis necessary to determine and roads and large switching and term- farmers of the great wheat bealt sur- visiting her dauehter in San Francsentative points in Oklahoma, Arkaninal companies in the year 1915 were
make public, as required by Secrounding it. They rely to a large de- isco, Cal.
sas, Texas, and Louisiana, it is found
15-a percentage of fair $133,276,330, and in the year 1922, gree upon what
Kyi urn C. K.mdsen has moved into
the average percentage o f tion
you have to say edDetermination of the $301,092,131. The hourly compensa- itorially in respect to the railroad,
return.
n'i
rtw house.
and
of
the
rates
to
market
value
freight
'
tion of railway employyes of Class
carries
The District School has organised
other problems, and necessarily pub
these farm products on May 1, 1903, percentageno implies, or Read
1 roads in 1915 was 26.9 cents,
and
in
guarantee.
lic opinion is largely affected thereby, two base bail
was 9.6 per cent; May 1, 1913, 7.9 per with it,
475 Department Stores
t'un, the 'Ri;"necks''
for Class 1 roads and large switching
connection with the provision for
This letter is written to you in a and the "Junior League." The score
cent; and on May 1, 1923, 6.9 per cent
and
in
terminal
exof
the
1922,
companies
of
recapture
stood
sincere
be
first
24
at
Worth
and
to 20 in favor of the
in the
This demonstrates that the percent100 Cents'
friendly spirit,
62.9 cents.
cess above 6 per cent it is, inlief that you," like all true Americans. Juniors, but the last report was 11 to
age for freight paid to the market
for a Dollar!
be safely assumed that wage
It
may
limitation."
a
stead,
in
believer
are
and
a
favor ofthe Rufnecks.
in fair play,
value of farm products has fallen
having 37
e n e r a I operated increases are as large a factor in the the facts
Mr. W. H. Morris of Gallup, was
from 9.6 per cent in 1913 to 6.9 per The director of Gthe
placed before you. I hope
Our Company has ever
a
cost
and
increased
of
fuel
other
the
carriers
for
the
will make use thereof in further a Bluewater visitor last Sunday.
properties
cent in 1923. My understanding is
and supplies as in the total cost you
been zealous In giving a full
two months of 1920 and the GovMr. S. E. Harding
has returned
dealing with the subject- matter of
that it costs the farmer about 12 first
of
railway
the
carriers
operation.
. one hundred cents' worth for
to
ernment
guaranteed
I Willi Ha triad to from a trip to Oklahoma where he
cents per bushel to have his wheat
transportation.
and
rules
of
and
one-hathe
employes
Wages
of
v every dollar expended In our
have
equivalent to
give such publicity to this has been to visit his mother who has
threshed, a little more than it costs a returnstandard
return paid by the working conditions affecting wages letter you
as you think the matters there been every sick.
him to have it hauled from Hutchin-pn- u
Stores.
1920
since
been
have
fixed
are
and
by in stated
son to Kansas City. Certainly the uovernmeni to me camera " " the Labor Board. Increases in
justify.
wages
i
their nrooerty during Federal
Yours very truly,
It buys great quantities of
ti. jT.i.i use of for
fixed
the
Board
Labor
and
by
by
paid
months
beg
the
toning
S. T. BLEDSOE
condithat the railroads collect from the epntol
goods, exacting this
HUNTERS ATTEMTI9M
August 31, the railway companies to employes
farmer in a single transaction an March 1, 1920, and ending
tion.
meet
increased
the
to
are
designed
amounts
from
Aside
the
1920.
was
the
letter
paia cost
above
NOTE: Since
'amount as great as that involved in
of living, and such wages to con- written
FUR CARKfNTS
there has become available
all the items of his previous expense hv the Director General for the two
It sells the goods to you
the
for
ser
fair
stitute
ng
the
compensation
amount
tut
the
paid
and
by
months
amount received by the
the
is clearly erroneous,
average
under the same strict, una guaranty for six vices performed.
as
Government
Lines
for
Fe
Santa
of
in
Denmark
ment
from
hauling
System
potatoes
alterable rule.
one ton of freight one mile for the
months, the carriers' earnings for the
The editorial next compares a
M:c4i:inti.M!.WR.i'L'in
FARMERS INTEREST IN
first five months of 1923 and for the
a
with
year 1920 were about equal to their THETHE
from
Its policies being RIGHT,
shipment
WAGE
GENERAL
month of May, 1923. Comparing the
Florida in 1921. There is no means operating expenses.
naturally our business has
SITUATION .
For the year 1921 Class 1 carriers
amount received for hauling
of identifying this transaction or devaverage
grown rapidly.
a whole earned 3.33 per cent up Freight rates and passenger fares one ton one mue in tne nrst live
eloping the facts in respect thereto. as
are fixed by the Interstate Commerce monts of 1922. we find a reduction
FOR RENT
However, the amount required to be the value of their property employed
From one Store in 1902, it
cent, and comparing the
a ton one mile in; in the transportation service as found Commission, and the increase in rates of 10
per
for
paid
hauling
has expanded to 475 Stores
- 1091 tvh!h I. by the Interstate Commerce Commis and fare in 1922 over 1915 was de amount received for hauling one ton
in
and in the year 1922, 4.14 per signed to meet the increased cot of one mile in May, 1923, with May,
in 1923, operating in 33
s
'..
tion ii available was 27.4 mills, while cent,
operation above shown. The increase 1922, we find there has been a reduc
States.,
by Con in operatinf costs and taxes above tion of 11.6 per cent. These reducNew Four room house, with
in the United States ft ws 15.8 mills. The fair return determined
1921 was
outlined demonstrates tne necessity tions are the results of reductions
Buying most, it sells for
The cost in Denmark for the same gress for the years 1920 and
bath
and toilet.
reana oy mo iniersmwj for such Increase in freight rates and in rates which were only partially
lessl
unit of service was approximately 74 ft ner cent,Commission
and in the nassenarer fares and is strongly per flected m the year 1922. and affect
Commerce
in
that
the
ixcess of
suasive that such increase were, in the Sant Fe System Lines as subOne two room house.
per
United States. Naturally ocean year ira,
The fair return determined by Con the light of increased cost of opera stantially as would a 'reduction of 11
transportation is cheaper than rail
ana ivzi tion and taxes, entirely reasonable per cent in the average amount reNature furnishes gress for the years 19ZU
transportation.
the Interstate and just to the public.
ceived by the farmer for his products
Inquire at Peoples Market
free for ocean transportation a high- was 6 per cent, and by for
the years
In conclusion, it may oe noted tnat in 1923 below the average received in
way which does not have to be main- - Commerce Commission
1922 and 1923, 5 4 per cent. If the it is frequently asserted by those who 1922.;. carriers had been guaranteed by the claim authority to speak for the farm
Government a 6 per cent return in er that he is not only agreeable to
1921, and 5 3-- 4 per cent in 1922, they present ware scales paid employes
would have been entitled to receive engage in the manufacture of agrifrom the Government on its guaran cultural implements, clothing, boots,
ty for 1921 the difference between shoes, hats, automobiles, and miners
3.33 per cent and 6 per cent on such of coal, as well as those engaged in
value, and in 1922 the difference be- the transportation service, but favors
tween 4.14 per cent and 5 4 per cent. further general wage increases in the
have never belief that such increases would enThe carriers, however,
even thought of making a claim able labor to purchase and consume
against the Government for the de- more of the products of the farm, and
ficiency in earnings below a fair re- thereby create a better market for
BETTER PREPARED THAN EVER FOR
turn. It has alwavg been known that such products. I cannot believe that
ALL KINDS OF
i
such failure must be borne by the the farmer is willing to pay the increased cost of agricultural implecarriers.
the first six months of 1923 the ments, clothing, boots, shoes, hats,
For
SCOE REPAIR WOItK
carriers of the United States earned automobiles, fuel and transportation
5.64 per cent upon the value of the that must necessarily result from
25
Ever
property employed Dy tnem in me such increased wages for the purpose
transportation service as found by the of increasing the purchasing power
Interstate Commerce Commission, but of labor in the hope that such increas
I Want to See all My Former customers and
the carriers of the Western District ed purchasing power will be employYou
Ask That
Tell Your Friends That
ed in the purchase of farm products
earned only 4.21 per cent.
in preference to other necessities, or
TRY OUR LUNCH AND
even comforts or conveniences
EXPENSES INCREASE MORE
of
F.
ilAZZA
life.
RAPIDLY THAN RATES
War experience and economic
The increase in freight rates, as demonstrate that increased wages re'
Hat
The
evidenced by the earning per ton per sult in very little, if any, increased
mile on the Santa Fe System Lines in consumption of farm products. I am
ELECTRIC SHOE
the year 1922 over 1915 was approxi- convinced that the farmer, as does the
220 COAL AVENUE
mately 45 per cent, and in passenger railway nffiical, believes that the railfares, is evidenced by the earnings road employe is entitled on the merits
PHONE 319
per passenger per mile, was approxi- of his service to fair and just commately 60 per cent, in each instance pensation unaffected by the question
somewhat less than the average in of whether or not such compensation
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Holeproof are real
are
hose. They
smart and give your ankles that nat, trim look.
All points of strain and
wear are sturdily reinforced, which is ona reason why Holeproof gives
such satisfactory service.
The next time you need
"he-man-

v cnusxa n

csrsr

mam f A Mafal 'an InteMit
in and a lore for the L2le than any
(Congnsatloaal)
other one motura taung.
Kev. LewU A. Stark, D. D., Ulniater
lBrCO Church School with clastM
"TH Community. Church with a
(or aU arts. One of the most prom- Brety Gnat Atteset li Oorfow Ires. If It faSe
Social Program"
inent busineaa men of Gallop said
CHURCH OF TS3 BOLT SPIRIT Uit week that he did not believe that
a man could be ereacea wicnow
(Eplieopal)
knowing the Eible. Garrard UnirerH. B. HENIKG, ADIOS
Rev. A. J. O. Dowle
(
tity baa recoxnuea wis ana raqunw
aU ita students to take certain Bible
Holy Communion, B A. U.
(Santa Fe New Mexican)
courses. Come with your children
Church School, 9:45 A. U.
ser
ANNOUNCEMENT that H. B. Hening, editor of the AlMorning prayer and wnnon, U A. 11:00 Morninar Worshin with
to H.
mon by the pastor on : "The FounCalifornia
to
will
and
has
go
Herald,
resigned
buquerque
tain Unmoreable."
Special music.
kid hnma will BrniiM wM nan re ad interest. While Mr.
While" Service with a
CHURCH OF
"Worth
7:30
THE
of New
rousine: "Everybody Sing" led by the
Hening would resent the inference of age, he is one
JESUS CHRIST '
Wa will have a Burton- tivliMtn..
Mexico's poineer newspaper men; for he has been on the job
Day Sainta)
(Utter
A
d
an
1
veara
a
Qualifies
Traveloarue:
nf
wnra
Rolm
tnr
vmn
twenty
"Wee Ones 01
.
lki.iKniii
,
wa
l
ill A1UUIUCI4UC va
jr
SnnHv School every Sundu at
"The Hon
an Educational:
for the pioneer list. He was certainly one of the poineers Of 10:30 A. M.. kt City Club House. No Jspan,"
sntl a line two reel arams
Bee"
ey
one
as
ana
rams
welcome.
oi
in
tne siaie
collections.
modern journalistic methods
Everybody
"Panthers Prey.' ' Wiley rierco wm
soumwess. nw wur jre
kWnar
h avatnlnff nMUM. "ComO
the ablest newspaper men in me
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Aiifnr on1 ImrialntivA cnrrefinondent of the
once and you will want to come again!
YUU are coraiauy mniea w au oi
John Witt Hendrix, Pastor
Morning Journal was chiefly responsible for the development Church
these services.
School, 9:45 AM.
of that paper from a four page village eheet into a metropoli11 A. M. and 7:30
Public
tan daily. It was the Journal, while H. B. Hening was in P. M. - Worship.
METHODIST ANNOUNCEMENTS
.'. ;
of the news rooms, that was the first newspaper in New

harge

Mexico to try out the full leased wire report of the Associated
but
Press a business venture then of considerable magnitlde,time.
which demonstrated its complete success in a month's
The news and picture service given by the Journal during the
war has hardly been surpassed in the state
fiince that time. During a ten year period, under D. A.
business direction and Hening's news management,
was established as one of the leading dailies of
Journal
the
the southwest, with the largest circulation in the state.
Hening's venture with James S. Black, now managing
strugeditor of the El Paso Morning Times, at taking over the
financial
a
with
in
heavy
Albuquerque
gling evening paper
load was not a success, but his belief in the possibilities of an
with Tom
evening paper there later found him associated
ima
with
greatly
Central
company,
Printing
Hughes in the
B.
financMcMillen
proved plant and newspaper, and after A.
ed the Herald, Hening's ambitious news policy found fullin sway,
New
yet attempted
resulting in the most pretentious daily
t.
new
Pwspaper plan
Mexico and the building of a model ;
The New Mexican has generally differed with Mr. Henand capacity
ing in matters of politics. His ability, industry
men in the
few
and
for work have always been recognized
of
knowledge
more
a
have
expert
southwest
and the details of getting out a newspaper.
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their children.

o.aK Junto Oinwh Worahin with
a reel of motion pictures on the Bible
incident or "Isaac ana nweun.
one or
The
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" devoted hu
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tunity to buy at the lower prices quot
ed for tne Canadian prouuct. tu
m
lamr annnlv in the Ameri
can market would Inevitably depress
the price still lurtner. ocowswuu
(Neb.) Republican.
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Power of Public Opinion
There Is not a monarch on earth
whose throne is not liable to be shaken by the progress of opinion and the
sentiment of the just and intelligent
nrt of the people. DANIEL WEB
STER.
The ony reason the neighbor Is sor

dyes from Southern clay.
"
that you nave mac
It.
the Rov.1 Society of Gre.t Brit-'- n ry
w fli.E- ha cant- borrow
IVUi aj

iftr&taS

w

medal for the most distto- -
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beautiful memorial statue of Booker T. Washington
to
learn
we
as
dignity
in proportion
and ddU into the common oc
4 Put
gSrtfr
cupations of life."
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MIXING BRAINS WITH GASOLINE

Uttle

Rock (Arkansas) Democrat

MnaHtntinn ! in actual ooera- tion: evervthlnc appears to promise
that it will last; but In this world
nothing is certain out aeaw ana
taxes. THOMAS JEFFERSON, in
1789.

;

-

Our Debt to Commons
Imarlnn ia dinnoaad to won
der what Columbus did for him, he
might ask himself how he would like
to be compelled to live in Europe all
his life. Portland (Me.) Express.
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by the National
1UDGING from a survey recently taken automobile
is very
an
m. .nosoaflnn that war tntllt h
of
Commerce,
Automobile Chamber
wUhe
largely
meets up with the stern fact
value
outlawed
depends
space-its
like advertising
war always outlaws law. Oma
Jrey matter employed in using it. The value is there-4- he be that
ha Bee.
the possibilities of the products
Kite value-provi- ding
in the use of the motor car the real brains are
for ex-Iin the country and not in the cities. We are told,
to
not
does
man
begin
hired
that the moat overworked
ierform the number of odd jobs performed by the automoWey
farmers report using their cars to s to
on the farm. Fifty-tw- o
haul supplies from the cities,
power for sawing wood, to to
to
transport watermelons, peas,
meat
market,
carry dressed
use their cars to take their
Some
cane.
and
sugar
peanuts,
from pasture. Still others
cows
to
others
bring
to the mill,
to workers in the
use their cars to carry ice in summertime,
;
to
stumps.
up
use
cars
pull
field, and quite a few
auto comes from the
of
the
use
most
the
ingenious
Perhaps
my
West, where one farmer says: "The storage batteryof

"""peculiarly

S,

I
1

up-pl-

an electric drill.
my garage and furnishes power for
mill to grind
small
a
and
the ear to run a grindstone
1 also
u
usw
w
season
i
feed. During tne naying
fen thousand car owners in ten widely scattered states
used for the purpose Vioi mis invesugauim.
were
.
are- used daily
in nnnrAtinn
n mv v
ab per icui vi
t
snow. il.i
inai io
used
occasionally for business.
for business, and 36 per cent are
for purposes of recused
to
be
solely
Only 30 cars are reported
reation. It is quite evident, therefore, that the auto has passed
developed
almost completely out of the luxury class and has......
m-- "
w.
me.
wa
nmts
oi
into one of the necessities
Via - a a rAorflrdpH AS k SDendtnrltt
n. nov
x. menus- k..,.l.
w
uwuguv
e:
eraie
of thrift and
Today the purchase of a car is often indicative
Mm
an
ucoim
ouiu
in
mvesimeni
is
it
caving,
Fvo...,.
for. church
loAria in the use of cars
tPL. o..fk tf
for that pur- used
machines
the
of
cent
being
81
per
going,
a00 Ternn hfAd this list Wltn 81 per ceni. aimubiiis
with' 74 per cent, and California hita the bottom with only 29
even below the supposedly unholy New York.
per cent,'ifalling
-- ..lJT.
.o1m mirrVif wall lnrn a lesson from
tte uto
In the replies
information.
this illuminating
contradic-li- ..
will
that
talk
defy
sales
has material for
salesman
a
4i.
thev sell a car
.
Mmimhtr thftk when
i.. i4
IVV uic uswwo
lion. AlBO
not
taking from
they are adding to the wealth of the nation,
uui,
it, as is so often suggested Dy penurious

210 Coal Avenue

UNCLE JOHN'S
WEEKLY POEM
(Aotocaftw SarviM)

Lloyd Janai)

aint distin-- One of the human fallacies that is
without its virtue is the belief
dont- KUOW
. . not wa need
KUIBI1VU
that
something more than
Ana
rains.
it
In
when
come
to
enough
we have to be happy.' It
which
that
nas
tneir
stuaiea
them that
wwito is this unrest, this seeking tor tne
agree on the traits that is common
headed fer tnnra narfaet thine that hrinra ul
he's
sheep.
sheep
tT
. karlai
...

aw.

So-wh- ether

HELPFUL HINTS

the into such happiness as we may know.
Happiness is the reward of duty.
The turtle may, be
de- - Duty is doing.
"
a
A
meantacla ia the tmnma Tha ahaflD WOUld DO WUB II content but nobody thinks of him as
Vla
best thing that can be used to grow ha
but being a creature of happiness. Yet
had nv sense
vines and slips in, as this allows the
no idea or mind of his own, the in fancy we often speak of the happy
havln'
sun to get at tneir roots.
habit is bred in his bone! birds because happiness results from
from my observations, it pains action.- - The peacock knows he is
And,
White Leather. To dean white me to say that tne
snoop some bird, but the alligator has a
lesther bags, belts, etc., use oxide is our menace today!
slumbering notion that he is a poor
We think of the running brook
fish.
f sine.
like
experts,
Tha
but never so of the stagas
happy,
the
foller
mod little bovs all
Corn. An easy way to remove silk vthai that? makln' the noise. . . nant pool.
Action must bear the test of sober
from corn Is by using a vegetable
They cant summon confidence, jedge- brush.
mant. nr nerve, to iumD the low fence judgment; we ourselves must be able
of the master they serve. . . They to approve our conduct to find hapBirds. If your canary refuses to aint got the back-bonnor lnteiiecx piness.
take his bath just sprinkle a few fine ,to hop out o fa rut, or step over
Tha hannv Ufa amaa fmm aarvira
seeds on top of the Water, and he aline!
to service, not from idle pleasure to
!J1. l
will be drawn to his tub.
iaie
pleasure.
r;Ha a hicvcla and exercise your
He who sets out to find hsoniness
Trouble Ssrers. A pile of news-pspe- hndv: ride in an automobile and exer is pretty sure to fail. It is not a pur
Wept in one corner of the cise your dodging ability.
suit in itself. It comes sa the pay for
kitchen will save much trouble If
service.
on.
used to set soiled pots
The most idle and in the end the
atnffaa1 Rrva
When eras are to
moat miaarahle Ufa ia tha Ufa that
cold
in
be
should
stuffed
be
put
is
they
Milk It is said that if milk
from seeks nothing but pleasure. Pleasure
bested until it is lukewarm and then water as soon as they are takenwnnes Jis gooa oniy as a recreation.
we
wiu
stove.
This
the
aeep
suddenly cooled there will be much in better
a
Happiness is so unconsciously
shape.
more cream.
part of the truly busy life that we
often fail to recognize it until it is
Peach Stains A peach stain is Sandwiches Sandwiches may be gone. One seldom hears ''this is a
made
if
first
be
when
fresh
as
remove.
It
to
difficult
may
kept.es
very
hannv time": ana often heara "those
done, however, if these directions are thav ara wrannad in a nankin wrunir were
happy times." We are more
a
in
and
then
In
hot
thorwater
out
stain
wet
the
put
followed.
First
prone to remember happiness than to
.
cool
of
tartar
cream
then
place.
spread
oughly,
prize it when we have it
on it After this wash in the ordin- '
He finds moat hannlnana who la
Tf will nmhahlv ha BMH.
mrmrr
Toilet Water A simple toilet wa bors most to make others
happy. It
two
made
be
by putting
sary to repeat the process if the stain ter may
others who bring us our happiness.
ounces of elderwater and distilled is
is very old.
Wa im tha anthAr a nnv hannlnaaa
water together.
onlv as we make othera wiah us to
Frying Eggs, Put a spoonful of
tubs and be happy.
Porcelain Porcelain-line- d
flour in the pan in which eggs are to
s,
Only through surmounting
be fried. Tms will not oniy aeep tnem sinks can be easily cleaned if a cloththrough triumph over disapfrom sticking, but from breaking as fnrafarahlv flannel, wet with kero- pointment snd defeat,
through makIseen and used.
welL
ing the wrong right, do we come to
knew happiness.' Without the biting
frost we would never know tho glory
of the warmth of the summer sun.
o
Railroads end Business
1
For the first time in veara we hear
nothing about a car shortage during
the crop moving season. ' That is be
cause the government has been wise
annilffh tn tutrfmtt tha Mllmant tn
earn
to. satisfy
press- enough
. money
1
I
ML . .
ins- neeu ox equipment, i ne isrmers
are the first to benefit When trans
portation breaks down all business
suffers
accoBditotf IT. Missoula
(Mont) Misiouliar.
heaven
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StnOt Talk
Tell Lieutenant Caldwell to arrest
Captain Breahwood, assume command
of the cutter, anil nhav tha nrnVr I
gave throught you. If Captain Bresh- woou, arter arrest, undertakes vo interfere with the command of the cut- aIAhmII
a Mill.
tal. tall T.laitfAnaM
aider him as a mutineer and treat him
accordingly, u anyone attempts to
haul down the American flag, shoot
him on the spot JOHN, A. DDL
Gunpowder and Printing Press
What gunpowder did for the war,
the printing press has done for the.
mind, and a statesman is no longer
clad in the steel of special education,
but every reading man Is his judge.
ITvaw tnAtwhtfnl man tha AAllfltrV
through, who makes up an opinion, is
ma jury to wmcn ne answers, ana uw
tribunal to which he must bow.
Wendell PhlUips.
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RICHARD LLOYD
JONES SAYS:
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car

subject for the morning sermon
be. "Land For Heroes.", What
produces a hero and what sort of
land must we have to continue to
heroes be pro-produce them? Can
Ik J
TtlMA anil ItlMlV
A..aA
.a Moil
uuwu In
vi' u Ht
"
other questions will be answered. The
subject tor tne evening wui oe, a
Reason for a Place In the Sun."
At each of these services there will
be appropriate music rendered by the
Minir
Th
choir is makiiur out the
-TL-S.
winter. We have
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WHEN you are inclined to speak of the
"Wnat nas ine negro ev uuU,
If race . and demand,
a,
waahinarrnn Carver.
li a r
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If There Were no Tarriff
T.n.aM mr tliaaatiified with
are
prices for their wheat, but theymuch
how
ln.ll.ul whan thav think
tSj0aWthe aav
lower
prices would be if the Re
publican congress naa not eaacum
tarriff that shuts out Canadian grain.
Millers would be glad of the oppor-
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THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
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UkiiJy.
motion pictures wnicn
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LEBECK &
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ana
Preaching services at 11 A M.,
'
7:30 P. M.
.
.
Praver services every Wednesday
night at 7:30.

S35T

fig??

Fine Quality Silk, 75c to $lS0

The church school la running at
tide. The teachers are regular
high
fAt the Reeidenee of Mr. and Mra. and the classes are weu anenoea. u
la. F, Kerteej
you go to no other, come with as.
Rev. Addison G. Doby, Pastor
Armistice Day will be observed in
9:45
AM.
School,
Sunday
Parents 'invited to come and bring song and subjects of next Sabbath.
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high score for tho evenlcj. ;
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Claris wca first irl
tad L--i.
Goach second A aWieioua lunch waa
served at tie close of the aftemoom.
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Little JoseVitaa Adair, who plays
Helen Livennore as a child in Frank
Bortage's initial production tor Ar
thur H. Jacobs, "Children of Dust,"
released aa a First National nictnra.
is one of the moat popular "kids" in
fllmdom. "Children of Dust" is com
ing to the Rex next Thursday and
-
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SUNDAY, Nor. U
Among her most successful films
are numbered "In the Name of the
William Russell in
Law" and "The Third Alarm." Little
Mias Adair was born in Lamar, Colo,,
"ALIAS THE NIGHT WIND"
on tne zven or June, 1018.
Mr. llaarns of Albuquerque ma
KS3. E0IS3 EJrmTAKCS '
Fighting Blood No. 6
In this interesting Dictura little
B.
K
W.
Mrs.
of
and
the
Mrs. Dave BoIm entertained at
guest
Ruth Roland in
Josephine plays Helen Livennore,
bridge,; Saturday afternoon,
those Johnson for lunch Thursday.
enacted
later
Garon.
is
Pauline
con"HAUNTED
A.
T.
Hannett
has
VALLEY- by
been
It
Gn,
Kts-danjoyiBff tho afternoon were:
an absorbing
st
to her bed for the past week.
story,
Snyder, E. W. Davia, Paul fined
MONDAY, Nor. It
Mr. and Mrs. Graver Phillips en-adapted by Agnes Christine Johnston,
Menaerson, Ed Han, F. L. Evans,
from Triatam Tupper's story
u. a. chambers, u. B. Phillips, Goo. i tertained at a six o'clock dinner Sun
Repeating Sunday's Program
which was published in the
rgie Kennedy, C. C Manning and day night. Covers were laid for Mra.
Metropolitan magazine and serially in
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
Mrs. Charley Rosa. lira. Henderson A. W. Robertson, Mrs. Rosina Burke,
newspapers enrougnout tne nation.
won first prise and Mrs. Kennedy and - daughter, Elolae, and Harry
Among the all star cast are Paulino
Nov. IS and 14
second. After bridge a lovely lunch suck or Albuquerque.
HILLER-McQUAONUPTIALS
Garon, Johnny Walker, Lloyd Hughes,
Thi Big-- Vitagraph Special
Mrs. N. J. Anderson of
was served.
George Nichols, Bert Woodruff,
Hawaii, who hu been the guest of
"LOYAL LIVES"
j
We Have The Largest
Gustavo R. Miller and Miss Theresa Frankie Lee and Newton HalL
MRS. PUGH ENTERTAINS
Mrs. W. E. Clarke, for the
her
'
sister,
A Story of the U. S. Mail
'
Irene
were
united
in
the
McQuade
Mrs. Boone Push entertained at paat week, left Saturday for Kan
and
HOTEL IDA
Service
"
holy bonds of matrimony Saturday,
'
bridge last Saturday afternoon. Her aas' City, Mo.
Best Assortment of ;
Buster Keaton in
guests were: Mesdamea W. E.
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Smallin and November 8. 1923. by Father Rem.
Have opened the above named Ho
Clarke, W. H. Collins, W. B. John, daughter, Susie Belle, returned Mon bert at the parsonage of the Sacred tel on the
"FROZEN NORTH"
north side. Rooms eSe tn
I!
Hc&Uns Stoves son, Hans Neumann, J. A. Watson, day, from a weeka visit with Mra, Heart church. The contracting par-tie- s
Also
are among our best, people and $1.00. Good accommodations.
once Mcuandles, W. R. Cregar, Her Smalling's sister, Mra. Reed,
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
the happy event waa the occasion for feed yeard in rear. Your patronage
man Kahl,
Oscar Coach. Harry arow.
We Have Ever Had
Nov. 15 and 16
many offers of congratulations by solicited. Reulon T. Galhwher.
o
numerous friends and admiring ac
"THE LEAVENWORTH
The Rex has booked some mis-htquaintances. The couple left Sunday
SOCIETY
AKD BOK.'GS
risii"
for a tour of the Pacific Coast and attractive pictures for next week. Bewill be at home on and after Decern. ginning Sunday, "To the Last Man,"
From the Famous Detective
ITEMS AND PERSONALS
one of Zane Grey's best. Tuesday
ber l, next.
Story and one of the Best
BY GALLUP HERALD STAFF CORRESPONDENCE
and
Wednesday,
"Trilby." Thursday
Gus Miller, as he la affectionately
Melodramas Ever Made
Hardware
Furniture i
and
of
the
Dust
Friday, "Children
known by hosts of Gallup people, is
For Saturday. Viola Dana in "The
FOX NEWS
ARRIVED FROM ITALY
Dr. Abrams and Kenneth - Sully one of the best fellows among men. Social
Code."
Mrs. Ugo Randalde and little dau- were out near
on a duck He has been with the Santa Fe at
Farmington
SATURDAY, Nov. 17
ghter of Italy arrived in Gallun Man. hunt the first of the week.
Gallup for some years as division
The Gallup Herald classified col
He is held in high esteem
foreman.
day, where they joined husband and
Tom Mix in
Miss Hester Dye,
sister of Mrs. both
umn continues to grow and without
rawer who has been here about three Todd
by his company and by his fel
I
"THE ROAD DEMON"
is
a
Who
at
Ward,
'
solicitation.
week
Everv
Marys
St
and
patient
any
..
years.
hospital.
more and
our classified column
Larry Semon in
The bride is the daughter of Mr. demands amore,
Mrs. Ranalde left Pasa-i-e
Picense
Little Murel Gardener, who has
of our attention. Re"NO WEDDING BELLS"
part
Every day during every week some Pro. Aguila, Italy, the tenth
Mrs.
James
and
McQuade, prominent sults count, and when
arriving ben quite ill for the past week, is
one comes to us for our help for this in Mew York the 29
parties place
citizens of our city. She i.) an ac advertisements
they will vis much better.
in our classified col
er that And aa a local paper gives it at the Joe Ferreri th,home
and with many warm umn and
sever
for
complished
lady
Mrs. Dye of Albuquerque is visitdous w per cent oz its time to the
get results, they come back.
of whom wish for her the
welfare of the public, we cheerfully days, after which they will move to ing her daughter Mrs. Todd Ward, at friends, aulife
can
. COMING:
best
in
that
bouse
the
give.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Neubert left
formerly occupi Navajo.
our neip 10 every wortny under navajo
In honor of the approaching wed Monday for North Platte, Neb., their !
8
"THE
MAN
NEXT DOOR"
taking. This heln must ba worth ed oy uiaa. swartzel. .
Huahie Fraser is in the sick Hat
entertain-ment- s
ding several
home. Mrs. Neubert had been ill for
something, and must be appreciated,
this week.
BABY DAUGHTER ARRIVED
and banquets were given Mr. some time at the home of Dr. and
or else people wouldn't continue to
The Preston Hvme family left for Miller, one at the home of R. G. Webb, Mrs.
A baby daughter arrived at the
come, asking for our help. Then it
Boyle. After recovery, she ac
Cal.. this week, where at which some forty or more were
ber husband home. Mrs.
is nothing more than right to recog- Billy Woods home in Navajo Mon- Los Angeles.
companied
nresent: another at the Harvey house. Neubert is the mother of Mrs. J. L
nize that "One Good Turn Deserves day. Hughie Ridgway and Webb they will spend a tew weeks.
Ashton were the first gentleman visMiss Virginia Brewia spent the to which a number were invited, and Flanigan of Fort Defiance.
Another."
at other homes among the friends of
in Gallup.
The Gallup Herald is in the com. itors to pay their respects to this week-en- d
nd Frank J. Brown hag opened a meat
(Herald Correspondence)
Mr. Sam Dimon was a ruest of Gus, all attesting the esteem
mercial and job printing business. We young lady, and drink to her health
Mrs. M. J. Tilton at a six o'clock din friendship among his wide circle of market at 113 Second Street, next to E. Z.
can print practically everything need-e- d and happiness.
returned to Ramah,
Vogt
the W. H. Morris insurance office.
acquaintances.
ner Sunday evening.
or used by our business instituNovember 8th, after being in Grants,
MIS GUNTON ENTERTAINS
extends
Herald
au
The
meats.
ot
choice
kinds
witn
fresh
Gallup
tions. Why, then, peddle around for
Air. ana am. 10m Redman are
and sincere best wishes. Frank is an experienced market man Albuquerque and other points on busiMiss Mamie Gunton of Gamerco leaving for Santa Rita this week,
prices on jobs of printing? Take your
'
and asks that he be given a share of ness for ten days. He was accomMiss
Burdette
entertained
Dodson,
o
wnere they expect to spend the win
jobs of printing to your favorite
panied by E. E. Safford of Los AnMellGerald
Brown
and
Stewart
'
Jr.,
ter.
printer and allow him a chance to
Mrs. Cornelia Kell was in Monday the market trade. He will carry the geles, Cal.
best
and
her
of
fish
home.
meats,
ake a living profit on his work. inger Tuesday evening at
very
oysters, Dick
our. ana Airs,
uaud Ward were from Fort Defiance shopping at our as
White spent the last week-en- d
well as all market products.
Coming to us for our "influence" or
of Mrs. Wm. Porter Friday atores and visiting with friends.
guests
in Gallup on business.
MENTION
PERSONAL
help on matters of interest to you,
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Martinez,
The heavy rainfall durinr the
and then taking your job printing to Chas. Kettle was confined to his evening.
Yours for Health, Dr. 0. C. War
Rebel McCaskil is leaving on his
returned from their visit to Al week has treat! V delaved the nutin
aome other arbiter heeanaa imm home with the grippe first of the
88.
Phone
riner, Page Building.
vacation
week.
He
this
will
visit
buquerque, Santa Fe and other places, up of hay.
oiner printer baa made a lower price, week.'
Santa Fe and take the Scotiah Rite
J. B. Baca, who had charge of F. G. Neilson addressed the gatheris not treating us fair, and at same
J. R. Froman. special officer of the Mrs. Martinez
Mrs. Wm. Porter and Miss Bea before hia return to Gibson.
restaurant during the ing at Mutual last
the
time, you are trying to starve out the trice . Porter were guests of Mrs. . Mrs. Ben Wilson
at
Win
with
Fe.
Santa
Sunday night on
headquarters
of Gallun waa
otner printer. Be fair with us. Give Event Woods Tuesday evening.
on busl absence of Mr. and Mrs. Martinez, has the subject of his missionary experin
waa
Gallup
Monday
alow,
gone on a like trip, visiting in Albu iences.
the other fellow a chance to lve, and The Ed Wall family of Weaver guest at the George Gardener home ness connected with hia office.
Tuesday.
we will aU live.
querque, Santa Fe, and other New
Clyde Kluckhohn returned to RaShaft,' will move to Navajo soon.
. K. 1. Herrera or Uallun was a
Mexico points, and will be away sev- mah after
0
Mexican
and
tamales
Hot
spending four months on
genuine
Mrs. Lane will entertain the Civic business caller at the mines Tuesday
weeks
and
eral
relatives
a horseback trip. He visited points
visiting
7chg-- tf
CHIROPRACTOR
chili at the Candy Shop.
and Social Club this week.
sicerooon.
friends.
in
four states New Mexico, ColoMrs. Ella Taylor Roberta visited
Mrs. Ed Roberts spent Monday
rado, Utah and Arizona.
Dr- - 0. C. Warriner,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Chapman enter
Page Building. with her mother Mrs. Henry Sybel at her mother, Mrs. Lillian Wilson, at
The Rex theatre will show "Tribly" Hubert Merrill has moved into his
tained Fr. Aloysius Albrecht at dinner
Phone 88.
Gamerco Monday.
r niH)wce r juonaay afternoon.
This new home.
J? r.
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Aloysius next
Sunday, October 28.
is a picture that has attracted the
Lawrence Crockett was in Ramah
Albrecht is of Waterflow. N. M.
world. Long before the day of mov- on business on Wednesday.
CREIGHTON HALE ADOS
A party of Ramah people are figThe Candv Shoo is now serving hot ies, "Trilby" was played by real hu
TO LAURELS IN "TRILBY"
man actors on real stages. Now we uring on journeying to Thoreau about
tamales and genuine Mexican chili.
have movies to take the place of real, the 18th to take in the
vcng-i- g
Creighton Hale, already one of the
Thev will
living human actors, and the picture dance of the NavaJoes.
most popular juveniles of the screen,
Next Thursday and Friday the is new, put on by star actors, among be joined at Thoreau by friends from
is said to add. materially to hia laushow "The Leavenworth whom are our best Movie pictures AiDuquerque.
rels in his interpretation of the role Strand awill
on the 9th, the cereCase,"
picture made from the fam has made it possible for all classes Commencing
of "Little Billee," the sensitive, aris- ous
to see the great drama.
monial will hold thru to and includdetective
story.
tocratic British art student and lover
ing till sunrise on the morning of
of Trilby, in Richard Walton Tully'a
the 18th. The Sand Paintings cereHot tamales and genuine Mexican
magnificent production of "Trilby," chili at the Candy Shop.
monials will hold thru from the 13th
7chg-- tf
Cancer
a First National attraction at the Rex
to and includnig the 16th.
theatre, next Tuesday and Wednes
The location of the ceremonial
15
15
Dec.
Nov.
Social Club
The Spanish Ladies
day.
grounds is about 2 miles from ThorProducer Tully and Director James will give s dance at Kitchen's opera
;.
Dr. J. W. Hannet thas been appoint eau.
Young warmly congratulated1 them. house on Thanksgiving Eve and
Many people will go from Ramah,
selves upon their selection of Hale promise a lovely time to all. Ladies ed chairman of the McKinley county Zuni, Gallup and from other places.
campaign for publicity matter, edu- It has been suggested that a commit-t-e
for this, important role. Among tests free.
cational, for the "Control of Cancer,"
or a score of talented players con
of the Inter-TribIndian Cere15 to December 15.
aidered in casting the role, his gen
LOST: Bunch of keys on ring. from November
monial attend from Gallup, making
The
been
solicited
Herald
has
Gallup
ius and his personality stood out in Leave at Banner Drug Store.
of the high-spo- t
features. Mike
to give its support to this campaign, notes
bold relief. And his conception of
Kirk of Manuelito is expected to take
we gladly give, and the first in
which
the part and portrayal of it more than
in the entire program.
-55 XsjSA
,!"
of educational matter "For
,wV
o
met their expectations. Which is not
Another big Vitagraph special at stallment
the
Control
Cancer," appears in this B. B. Hanger, president of the Dia
surprising, as Hale, in spite of his the Strand next Tuesday and Wed- issue read of
it.
mond Coal Company, with headquart
years, is a veteran of the stage as nesday, "Loyal Lives," a cracking
The McKinley County Medical So ers in
wen as oi the screen.
good story of the Unitetd States mail
Albuquerque, was here during
ciety will be active during the month, the week
Among the most notable of hia service.
,
looking after business.
15 to December 15. in
from
November
stage achievements is a part with
spending most of his time at Allison,
'
order
that
learn
all
may
something
in "The Dawn
For Insurance of all kinds, see
Lady
about cancer, one of the most dreaded the camp.
of a Tomorrow"; with John Mason Charles W. Davis, 109 South Second diseases
the human race, and
and Martha Hedman in "An Indian Street Phone 248.
tf a diseaseafflicting
John M. Sully of the Chino Cop- which is on the increase
of the
Summer," with Holbrook Blinn, Ed
Company,
to
Don't
fail
all
read
as
thev
articles,
J. W. Markham of St. Peter, Minn.,
mund Breese and Gareth Hughes in
American Coal Company, was
allup
in
tnis paper.
here during the week on business,
"Moloch." His mist recent stage ap- editor of the Free Press of that city, appear
o
pearance was in the leading role in was a visitor in Gallup during the Lightning doesn't atrike twice in spendnlg most of his time at GamEditor Marham and wife the
week.
erco.
"Just Suppose."
spot. After one strike
He will be remembered aa the but were enroute to Tucson, Arizona, theresame
'
"ain't no spot"-Lafay- ette
terfly-chasin- g
Oscar Griego visited in Winslow
professor in "Way where they will spend the winter.
Journal and Courier.
Down East"; also in his support of
Wednesday on business.
J. H. McAdams. the well known
Mae Murray in "Fascination"; and in
hi arecent starring vehicle, "Her Ma Indian trader, who recently completed
the world, was in town durjesty." He is one of the extra large a tour ofweek
looking after business.
cast in "Tea With a Kick."
ing the
Mr. McAdams makes his family home
STEAM HEAT
ROOMS WITH BATH
See "Trilby" at the Rex next at Lampasas, Texas, but bis business
Mexico.
New
home
at
Gallup,
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Is Guaranteed in the ALT A SET Using Indoor Loop
:
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Aerial Only. Long Distance Reception, Clearness
and Ease of Operation are all Combined in this
Set. This is the Only Radio that has Daytime
Reception in Gallup to its Credit.
For Information or Demonstration Call

Dr. Chester H. Clark announces the
Hot tamales and genuine Mexican
removal of hia offices in Gallup to
7chg-t- f
chili at the Candy Shop.
207 South Second street Office hours,
Tom Mix will be at the Strand 10 to 11 A. M., 2 to 4 P. M., and 7 to
again next Saturday night in "The 8 P. M. Office phone, 13; residence
phone,
Road Demon."

PHONE 207

The Strand Theatre comes again
The Candy Shop is now serving hot
tamales and genuine Mexican emu. this week with the next week's proCommencing
Sunday with
7chg-t- g
gram.
William Russell in "Alias the Night
flracrnrv Pin anani lint nt fh Wind," Fighting Blood No. 5, and
wit Tn Ran fa F attjtnAlncr Perioral Ruth Roland in "Haunted Valley."
court and looking after business.
Our stamping department offera
Dr. 0. C. Warriner, Chiropractor, you countless suggestions. We will
cheerfully , welcome the opportunity
Page Building. Phone 88.
of showing you the advantage of
Summers Millinery.
Mrs. Mike Kirk was in Monday stamping.
tf
,
from Manuelito shopping, looking after business matters and visiting.
Dr. and Mrs. J. L, Flanigan and litThe Candy Shop is now serving hot tle Charley went to their home at
tamales and genuine Mexican chill. Fort Defiance Monday. Mrs. Flani7chg-t- g
gan and Charley had been in Gallup
several weeks on account of the ill
"Trilby" will be shown at the Rex ness of Mrs. Flanigan's mother, Mrs.
theatre next Tuesday and Wednesday. J. H. Neubert

-

BATTERY STATION
Gallup, Now Mexico

WILLIAMS
.

R. D. ERYDEN
Gibson, Now Mexico
HARRY HOOD
Gamerco, Now' Mexico
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Receiving Sots, Loud Speakers, Catteries, Tubes, Etc

YEnSIII RADIO AOD ELECTRIC SHOP

DRAKE HOTE
J AS. H.

DRAKE,

Prop.

1

GOOD ROOMS

CLEAN BEDS

ONE DOLLAR AND UP

10-3--

RATES BY WEEK
GALLUP,

NEW MEXICO

rZ, Nov. 8. Mr. Levi
Fmliwt ot the rirtt

ti

A.

tAI.TA

Ne-tl-

cJ

of tLIs city, has Just
from a week spoilt in Den-v- tr
attending a meeting of bankers
Lank

re-trr-

iJ

from the western states, also a conference with tha official of the War
finance Corporation, Livrtock Loan
Eosrd and Rural Credits OrganisaMr. Hughes is acknowledged
tion.
one of the best Informed persons, not
only in our state, but the nation on
financial matters, and has on several
occasion carried out successfully
plana for aiding not oply the livestock owners and farmers of this
OF IGNORANCE
state, but our banking institutions as
watt. New Mexico can well be proud
nn. mlffht
till a- uin I "
"- -- makeT. I. criminal
-J
of one of her distinguished citizens .l.
. .utowant
wv ivruiu
MwuBHMt
ranking so well In the financial world. to be ignorant, or, Ignorance is a
w w
crime, inis wouia apiy land
ia fore
ww. fair
v.
av
ny.
-- J 4m Ka
HA All
a TllTnL
Ml
mnrant'
TO
tW
"
W
Therefore, he
to remain ignorant.
commits a
..rhi Mimaim icrnnrant
crime against himself, against his
family ana against nis smuo.
of a certain
First the oppositionaohnnla
ia Horn
I. k. m.klin
of ignorance, or, it is born of criminality. The public schools of this
democratic,
country are the most
organizauseful and mcnspensaDie
ever created in the country-Antion
one who opposes them is ignorant, vicious or mercenary.
thick,
high,
THE
is making a
ed
Second Ignorance
blocks of the Goodpersistent stack upon free masonry,
Free Masonry is an ancient institutyear
ion, founded upon the Bible, teach
Tread keep the maxing a great morai cows,
imum traction and
a brotherhooa Denenciai w ww in
safety under your
dividual, and constructively oenei-cito society. Those who oppose
car every foot of the
meanMasonary are ignorant of its is ac- way. They resist
skid-din- g,
ing, practices and the good it
and
sideslip
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arte Jeve 57 cm MmtmwiQ
Ofler Their Entire Stock of
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All-Weath- er
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wheels.
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rfcom-mt-

nd

lha no C.orfv..r
Cmdt mUh Iht knltJ
Ttmmd mnd
thtm mm with fana'ar

meir
compiisning.
them to make false statements concerning Masonry, its origin its .purwo
pose, its morality and its good.
well inormed person would ever make
an attack upon Mssonry.
Third Ignorance is making a diabolical attack upon the evangelical
church in this country. The church
.wMn Uafinn. in thelg a BUpemBVurni
world for supernatural purposes, arid
ft ia tnfl
11..
l
13 gupernaturauy
institution in the world in which
r- .
ail Classes aim
can come through the blood of Jesus
Christ and sit down on terms of absolute equality. Only those who are
- diabolical in meir iuwtheir purposes would atatck the evangelical church of Jesus Christ, ignorance is criminal
.
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Chas. Iehl
Soathwestera Motor Co.
Watson Motor Co.

nniiG
It

Sale Starts Friday, Biovemfesr .9 A,

.i u'S"""
J9AA
utuu.

'

Daily Sales at 2:30 and 7:30 P. M.

Valuable Presents given away free at each Sale.

Telephone 41

TAMONY, Prop.

Prompt Delivery

fill

Gallup, New Mexico

Jas. A. Codori, Actioneer,

BEST MADE

E.W.

C.W

KM

PUEBLO COLORADO BREAD

GROCERY

r

'BCO CIS.FEEEUST

MB

DELICACIES

Everything To Make the Dinner
A BIG SUCCESS
Freh Fruit and Vegetable!
Try a Loaf of our Celebrated

SERVICE

V

AT YOUR OWN PRICE'

;

WtnlkfcfWMnTnfr.i

100

A GRAND OPPORTUNITY TO BUY CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

miiiv

help make the
most of fuel, and
motor
Jtrotect your
strain of
stalling or spinning

JED IB? ill

Easily Affrecd to
The league of nations is now con-

sidering asking its members to pledge
themselves never, never to undertake
war of aggression. As no nation ever
yet admitted it undertook a war of
aggression, that ought to be easy.
Lincoln (Neb.) Star.

Life is labor, or labor is life, which
ever is preferred. Let no one beguile
you with dreams of idleness. Work is
the sublime enjoyment of the supreme
'
luxdry of life, I wish I could plant
the gospel of loyalty to work and interest in accomplishment. Warren G.
Harding.

Command of Legion His Reward

Minnesotan to Court of St James
ALL KINDS OF

CHOICE MEATS AND POULTRY
SAUSAGE,

CURED AND SALTED MEATS

f

SQUARE DEAL MEAT MARKET
John H ouliin of Ban Frsudsco is the new National Commander
of the American Legion, hie reward for taking the World Wat veterane
Last year at New
to the (ioWen Gate for tbeir 1038 convention.
Orleans be prevailed upou them to ko West thin year. With blm are
his wife and mother.

CEDAR and PINON
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We

Take Pleasure la

SERVICE-PLU- S

and
FOOD-PLU- S
!

-
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Oysters Any Style-F- ish
Fruits Vegetables

'

Stove Length
05.00 Per Load
D.

ti

ICE

J pnooucE

THE
WMITE
CAFE
.

CO.

The naiuliut of former Senator Frank B. Kellon of Minnesota by
Presldeut Ckwlidge, to replace George Harvey as American Ambaamdor
to England, has stirred the progressives In Republican ranks. Tbey
entaza-mentsay It la lame dock" appointment end la leedlfff to foreign
Above la most recent picture of Mr. KeUoa and wife.
a.
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SATISFISS
Merchants Lunch or Sapper
80 Ceats
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SUTOCASTIS

Cotton prices are strong. October
cotton passed 30 on Wednesday, December went above 29.. Manufactures
would do well to buy their raw aus- plies now. Cotton will be higher a
good thing for the South 'and the
North, as well.
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Nine room furnished
bouse for rent. Apply at St. Charles
Hotel.
FOR SALE Folding bed. Call
206 Wept Aztc Ave.

FOR RENT: Four-roomodern
house with bath and toilet fixtures.
Apply .Peoples Market.
FOR RENT: One
Apply- - Peoples Market

First Pub. Nov. 3.
Last Pub. Dec. 1.

Gibson Club House.

jf-- g

9-- tf

office

WANTED: Young

lady
clerk and stenographer.. State age,
and
experience
salary expected.
of keys on ring.

at Banner Drug Store.

FOR SALE: Improved ranch at
South Guam. For further information apply to Gerard Griego, at Banner Drug Store.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS

Bids will be received by the undersigned until noon Nov. 10, 1923 for
300 tons of coal (more or less) to
be delivered to the School houses in
Gallup as needed.
"This is to be mine run over a one
inch screen.
The Board of Education reserves
the right to reject any and all bids.
H. W. YERSIN,
v
Secretary.
you cant
of view,
see yours.

If
to

see the other man's
don't expect anybody

x
Corner First St. and Ceal Ave.

ATTORNEY AND
COUNSELLOR AT
Office:

Page Bonding
New Mexico

Gallup

ATTORNEY AT LAW
PHONE 266
Rooms

15-1-

6

Gallup,

Page Building.
New Mexko

Architectural

10

PERCENT DISCOUNT

STEAM

HEAT

TUB AND SHOWER BATH

It

FRENCH

Lawyer
Supreme Court Unite
States, Supreme Court of New

Member Bar:

Gffice:

Mexico.
Coal Avenue.

m

t

QUALITY

:

SERVICE

MM

We Have Added to Our Hand Made Novelties and
Fancy Needle Work Department

A STAMPING OUTFIT
This includes a complete assortment of Embroidery
and Stamping Patterns for Household Linens,

Bed Spreads, Lingerie, Children's and
Infants' Items, Dresses, Frocks, Initials

DR. PAUL H. BENNETT

2104 WEST R. R. AVENUE
NEW MEXICO
GALLUP,

DENTIST
Office: Worm Building
New Mexico
Gallup -

own material at a reasonable cost

SUMMERS MILLINERY

CALL AT MILK DEPOT
201 SOUTH THIRD STREET

Navajo Blanket j
Jewelry
Hopi

Pottery

BaakeU

WALTER

E. COLENSO

FEST STRSTIT
RaCreai Arenas

Our Waff on at Your
Door Relieves Your

FOR

GAUD? STEAD

LAUOT

.

os

Worry.
Our work ia quality work

.

HEMSTITCHING and PICOTING
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

.

INDIAN
CURIO STORE

t

and Monograms
You can select a Design and have it stamped on your

Service In

Connection

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR
Dumb Dan Again
"On this floor we have our . THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT WITHIN AND FOR
company restaurant, where all of our
THE COUNTY OF Mcphone operators eat."
KINLEY AND STATE
Dan (himself): "res, now wnere
OF NEW MEXICO
does the switchboard?"
State of New Mexico,
Information Bureau
Plaintiff,
Airrifulturc Teacher: "Sam Jones
vs.
No. 2202
what do you know about nitrates?" McKinley County Bank, Gallup,
Sum .Inn: "Whv. thev are less New Mexico,
than day rates, if you're thinking of
Defendant.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
senaing a telegram.
WHEREAS, the above named court
Well, That's Fare
has appointed the undersigned Re"Yes siree," said the late stayer to feree in the above entitled and numhis yawning sweetheart, "if 1 had bered cause, and has by order dated
the 12th day of October, 1923, limited
money, I'd travel."
Impulsively she supped ner nana the time within which creditors of
she
into his, then rising swiftly,
sped the insolvent corporation, The Mcinto the house.
Kinley County Bank, shall present
Acast. he looked at his hand. In and make proof before me of their
his palm lay a nickel.
respective claims against the corpor
ation, as hereinafter stated, or failing
Not On His Line
so to do, such creditors and claimants
Friendly 014 Uady: "I want a. shall be barred from participating In
ticket for Florence."
the distribution of the assets of the
New Asrent: "Where in the dick said insolvent corporation.
ens is Florence?"
Now, Therefore, Notice Is Hereby
F. O. L.: "Sitting over tnere in Given, that the time so limited is
the corner."
ninety (90) days from the 12th day
of October, 1923, and that all credi
One
This
For
Out
Watch
tors and claimants shall present and
time
is it, Eh?"
Si: "What
make proof before me of their resSbner: "Tuesday, Si."
pective claims against said insolvent
must
Si: "Gee gosh! My watch
corporation within the time so limitha' stopped."
ed, or failing so to do, shall be forever barred from participating in the
Soft Pedaling Daddy
distribution of the assets of said cor"Bettv. what have von been doine poration.
to this ink?" asked mqther.
"flh nnthinff Mom." replied our Dated this 12th day of October,
1923, at Gallup, McKinley; County,
Betty. "I only put a little water in State of New Mexico.
1
was
as
to
make
weak
wrumg
it
it
FRANK B. MAPEL, ,
to Daddy and there was something
P. 0. Address,
Referee,
him."
to
I wanted to whisper
Gallup, New Mexico.
(2085)
'
Drawing Room Talk
First Pub. Oct. 20.
Dentist (proudly showing work): Last Pub. Nov. 10.
case
all
from
are
Tdo tooth in thin
the mouths of famous literary men."
Fair Visitor: "Un, extracts irom EN LA CORTE DEL DISTRICTO
POR EL PRIMER DISTRICTO
famous authors, so to speak."
JUDICIAL DENTRO DEL
CON DA DO DE McKINLEY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
Y EL ESTADO DE NUEVO
McKINLEY COUNTY, STATE
MEXICO
- OF NEW MEXICO
ESTADO DE NUEVO MEXICO,
Besse Pauling . Nelms,
Demandante.
Complainant.
No. 2243
versus
vs.
McKinley County Bank, Gallup,
Harry Nelms,
New Mexico.
Defendant.
To the above named defendant;
El Demandado.
Vmi am hrehv notified that a suit NOTICIA A LOS ACREED0RES
has been filed against you in the POR LO TANTO QUE la antedicha
rnnrt. rniintv and State. nombrada Corte ha nombrado a el
by the above named Complainant, in abajo firmado, ARBITRADOR en la
arriba intitulada y causa enumerada,
which sne prays lor a aecree oi
solute divorce on the ground of
y ha actuado por orden fechado el dia
12 de Octubre,
l'mitado el
1923,
You are further notified that unless tlempo dentro cual los acreedores, de
la corporacion insolvente. Del Banco
you enter, or cause to be entered your
be-appearance in this cause on or Dec f McKinly County, Debera presenter y
tha Twontv.Ftaurth dav of
hacer prueba ante mi de sua
ember 1923, a judgment will be en- respectivos reclamos en contra de la
tered against you by default, and the corporacion, como anted icho explt-cad- o,
al faltar de hacer esto, semejan-te- s
relief prayed for, a decree oi divorce
will be granted Com
acreedores o reclamantei, no
for
.
seran merecedores de participar en sn
.
plainant.
n
The name oi tne umipiainani s at- distribucion del Capital de la dicha
whose
corporacion insolvente.
torney is Edmund R. French,
AHORA SEPAN QUE SE DA
address is Ualiup, N. m.
T)ist. Court Seal
NOTICIA, de que el tiempo y limite
"! es noventa (90) dias desde el dia 12
Affixed)
de Octubre, 1923, y que todo acrecdor
Clerk
o reclamante debe de presenter
y
hacer prueba ante mi de sua rospec-tiv(2129)
reclamos encontra de la CorFirst Pub. Nov. 10
Last Pub. Dec. 1
poracion insolvente dentro el tiempo
y limite, Al faltar de hacer esto para
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
slempre sera proveidos de participar
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR en la distribucion de los Capitales da
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. la dicha corporacion.
October 26, 19ZS FECHADA este dia 12 de Octubre,
Notice is hereby given that Frank 1923, en Gallup, Condado de McKinMexico.
Stayner, of Ramah, N. M.. who, on ley, Estado de Nuevo B.
FRANK
MAPLE,
August 6, 1918, made Stock Raising
ARBITRADOR
Homestead Entry. No. 082616. for all
Apartado No.
of, Section 80, township 8N., Range
.
Gallup.
16W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
New Mexico.
. ..
notice of intention to make 8 Tears
-

240

Rooms By Day or Month

"'

PRACTICE

WE SELL COUPON BOOKS AT

PHONE 64

EDMUND

GENERAL ENGINEERING

BEST CORN FED PACKING
HOUSE BEEF, PORK, VEAL
MUTTON AND CHICKENS

J. W. CHAPMAN,

JOHN WITT HENDRIX

M. E.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
K1MSEY & WALL, Proprietor

PHONE

R W. BROSE,

City Market

LAW v

402 WEST COAL AVENUE

Pastor of The Methodist Church
Residence 300 3rd Street
Phone No. 288.
At Home in the Study 8 to 11:31) A. M
And 7:00 to 8:80 P. M.
At Your Service At All Hours.

Shoe Repairing

W. ATKINS

HERMAN

COAL BASIN

20

FffilLr

Joseph N. K. Artesi, Proprietor
- - New Mexico
Gallup,
Cor. Coal Avenue and Third Street

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

CURTISS HOTEL

NO.

Administrator.

(2086)

Guide:

First-Clas- s

FURNITURE FOR SALE
Complete furnishings of four
rooms.
Including ivory bedrooms suite, reed living room
suite, and white enamel kitchen
Cabinet, etc.
HOUSE

E

SHOES FOR

DENTIST

u-2t- -s

point

Motorbroke

Prof.: "Who were the First Pub. Oct. 20.
three wise men?"
Last Pub. Nov. 10.
Student: "Stop, Look and Listen."
Up-sta-

house. Ap-

FOR SALE: Two' cash registers
sale at a bargain. Joe Ferrer, at

4

Only Exclusive Shoe Store in Gallup

DR. M. M. ELLISON

for

Bunch

PARIS SHOE STORE AND SHOP

Practice in all Courts of
New Mexico and Arizona

house.

m

known as Rocco Di Giannan- tonio, deceased.
NOTICE
Symptoms
Notice Is Hereby Given, that the
Voodoo Doctor: "Do you ever hear undesigned has been
appointed ad
strange voices and you can't tell ministrator of the estate of Rocco De
where they come from ? "
otherwise known aa
Giannandonio,
Black Patient: "I sho' does, Doc-ta- Rocco Di Giannantonio deceased, and
I sho' does."
that all persons having claims against
and when Baid estate
Voodoo Doctor: "Ah-- h
and said decedent will predo you hear thebe err voices?"
sent them within the time and man-n- er
"When Ise talkin
Black Patient:
prescribed by law.
over the telephone, Doc."
JOHN GREGORI0,
h.

w

.

ply Peoples Market.

LOST:

G It OCERY

house.

FOR RENT: One
Apply Peoples Market
Two-roo-

Attorneya-At-La-

Register.

IN THE PROBATE COURT WITH.
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
OF McKINLEY AND STATE
' OF NEW MEXICO
In the matter of the
Estate of Rocco De
No. 259
Giannandonio, otherwise

RUIZ & OVERSON

at

'

(2111)

C. A, DANIELS

j

FOR RENT

lat Wood

It,

A

Sec

Will Give You Eight Honrs
Work For Eight Hours Pay

m

proof, to establish claim to the land
above described before U. S. Commissioner, at Gallup, N. M., on the 6tb
day of December, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. J. Crockett, of Gallup, N.
W. E. Holly, Duaine Mangrum, Robert Martain, all of Ramah, N. M.
A. M. BERGERE,

Expert Furniture Repairing

'Wanted reliable girl to keep house
and take care of baby. Particulars apply at Manhattan Cafe.

iTff.

VgiTM AN ETMOf

CARPENTER and BUILDER
WANTED RELIABLE

Leave

yI

Or

111

IT IS GRATIFYING
TO GET WHAT YOU WANT
WHEN YOU NEED IT
PRICES AND SERVICE RIGHT

IF YOUR ROOF LEAKS

'

J

,1F

Terry
Gilkison

FOR RENT

HC3.

ROM WOW 0
GU PORTING

by

R
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C2LEII DABY PRODUCTS
DELIVERED FOR BREAKFAST
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Wm Lave

Lota WlUea, Elehari Wx, la
"TO TEX LAST MAN."
Comedy end Weekly News .
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MAN-TUESD-

Tn

.
A flret National
Richard Walton
Featortai Andree Lafayette
bi TRILBY"
AESOP'S FABLE
PATHE REVIEW

Just a Fczr of Our Special Barcdro Selected frcm Hundreds

P""

'
COATS
In the most wanted styles at price that
will compel you to buy if you have htd-tate- d
about buying your winttr ccxt Corta
examine our large arrortmeat
in now-an- d
coats,
of both plain and
and sport coats that are put ca
less than our neard
sale at fully
est competitor. Prices ranging from
5

"

'

DRESSES

WEDNESDAY

Hundreds of new and
dresses in the newest shapes, colors and
materials, that formerly sold from 1 17.50
up to 167.50. Priced in this sale for quick
selling at

Repeating
"TRILBY"

A

THURSDAY
first Natlonalieture

Frank Borzage Director
children
ORDERS"
Comedy. "SHORT

dust

810.95

FRIDAY

10

WW'S

fur-triram- ed

Jac-quett-

es

one-thir-

89.95 T0 079.50

837.45

--J

V
"CHILDREN

-

OF

ub

Quaker Brand, Chiffon Silk, all shades
Sale Price

Mgrs.

:fc.;

fitl

No. 461, shaped bandeau front and back
opening
No. 580, shaped atid front, elastic side
long line, stout
No. 542, shaped elastic waist line bro- -

QQa
7Q1

Everwear and Butterfly Brand, pure
...-- ..
thread silk
Hozart) Brand, pure thread, Duo Seme
Sale Price
Vanity Fair Brand, Chiffon Silk all
shades, Sale Price
thread
Hozart Brand, pure
silk, out size
:
Sale Price

REX THEATRE

FqiULtTIT

BRASSIERES AND GIRDLES

HOSE BARGAINS

COMING SOON:
Constance Talmadge in
-"DULCY"
James Cruze Productow,
KUGGLES RED CAP"

GARRETT & GARRETT,

;

JUST A FEW OF OUR

Viola Dana in
-THE SOCIAL CODE-SnPollard two reel comedy
THE WASHOUT"
WEEKLY NEWS

......

M QQ
PXOa7
M QC

Qfi

-

...i

gJ

tPJ-ta-

No. 556, long front, open back,

PO 1 Q
PM-a.-

tO
.

-

Salt Price

7

"

7Q

No. 567, shaped bans, elastic waist, bro- -

MQ

DA.7

v

gJ

1

T

Newspaper Men Try

UNION SUITS

HOUSE SUPPERS

Brakes

Four-Whe- el

house slippers, in all wanted
shades. Sale Price
5 dozen

JadkaonVill
t,
(Sunday
71a., September 30, 1923)
Whether or not a member of the
newspaper fraternity could be convinced of the practicability of the
Buick four wheel brakei was a question that was settled Thursday morn-itii- r
Times-Unioi-

...

Ladies' medium weight Union Suits, dutch neck,
'
Fine ribbed cotton

elbow and long sleeves.
$1.50 values, sale price

$1.49

HAIR NETS

CHILDREN'S UNION SUITS
: Children's

15c Gainsborough, double mesh
everywhere on earth, all colors. ..
-- -Sale Price

Union Suits. E. Z. Brand
QQ
Regular $1.50 Values. To go during this

Medlin- -

kv Mr. PpArnrk. of the
Peacock Buick Company .local distributors of this popular car, enticed M.
Q. Schiveley, of the advertising deinto a
partment of the Times-Uniotnnrlnor car for a ride dur
um, Riii-ing the rain of that morning when the
ana wet. wr.
were eood
Schively related his impression as fol
n,

"Down Adams street and over the
Lee street viaduct to Park street we
aped, when all ox a sudden ine Draaes
"Were applied and the car came to an

Winter-weig-

ht

...

.

sale for

QQg

VOX,

instant stop, the strange part of it

A

el

.......

.

...-

...

X"

9'-B-

ijimi

.....

.

...

-

Lcisri Liberati in

Federal Court
The Liberati case, which has been
naa nt a araat deal of talk. tJTO
and con, was before Federal court in
Santa Fe this week. And as we go
to press with this issue, Friday noon,
tnl an waived here that Liberati
lost his case, and that his citizenship
"papers had been revoked and that he
is forever barred from applying for
citizenship in the Unitetd States. This
case was hard fought and many of
our paopls wars in attendance as wit
nessos, on Dotn siaes.
Va

WAN TE
A Klan Editor
grapher or office work
Address, Stenographer,
Kills Klan Lawyer .Hill.
Ga.,

Nov.

6

While

Boykin asked the
grand jury today to
indict Philip E. Fox, editor of the
Knight Hawk, official organ of the
Ku Klux Klan, the prisoner refused
to add anything to his statement that
Captain W. S. Ooburn had threatened
to "ruin him" in explanation of why
he shot and killed the attorney late
yesterday.
"Coburn was about to publish
against mv character and rep
utation, made by other people and
wiucn were untrue," r ox
t riA tn iwaaan with him but he
till threatened to publish them,"
Fox continued, "I had gone to see
him Mnndav in an effort to reason
.
with him but it was no use."
Aabarf whftthar the ahootinsf was
the outcome of factionaliam in the
klan, Fox replied;
"The shooting had nothing whatsoever to do with the Ku Klux Klan.
It was a personal matter between myself and Cobum."

A.

aiii-d'avi- ta

o.

;

T. E. Purdy Goes
To California

Announcement has been made that
T. E. Purdy will leave Gallup and go
to Oakland, Cal. Mr. Purdy has lived
tn Gallup for many years, being with
the Santa Fe as the Gallup agent
He will be succeeded here by J. M.
Lee, who comes from Needles. Dur'
515
ing Mr. Purdy's long time in Gallup
TOTAL
as the Santa Fe agent he has never
NUMBER NEITHER TARDY NOR ABSENT
87
3
experienced labor troubles with men
High School
.
who1 were under him as Santa Fe em60
88
24
Eighth Grade
276
ployees, enjoying the full confidence
22
Central BuUding .
r
80
and friendship of all his
,
Washington Building
He has long been' associated and iden503
tified with the best business interests
2
TOTAL
of Gallup, and with his family have
BANNER ROOM TOK atibumk.b,
the esteem of all good peo- 99.19
enjoyed
teacher
Fourth Grade, Miss Feaater,
with regret that we must
ia
It
of
the
room
Washington
Sle.
The boys group in Mrs. Clark's
but feel that
Mr, Purdy good-b- ye,
100
attendance for October. ;
is doing the best for himself and
We are pleased to note a decrease to Ue nurflber of cases of tardiness he his
family, goin to a good climate
Mnth Ttiai attendance ia excellent and a spirit of competition between by
good town our very kect
rooms is doing much to stir up interest. We desire to tharAthe parents for and
a food town our very beet
and
newer
xer
us
tats
in
campaign
assisting
withes C? wtth tba.
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Corner Coal Avenue

Sip Stop
ATLANTA,
Solicitor John
Fulton county

7c

chandise.

v-.-

noimiLY repout o? schools

Sold

We Invite You to Look in Our Windows and
Note Our Low Prices on High Grade Mer-

A Visit to The Style Shop will Acquaint You
With What Is Being Worn This Fall and
'
,
Winter..
c -

was that the occupants of the car
Corner Coal Avenue
were not jerked from their seats, nor
did the car have any tendency to
at Second St
'akid' on the Blippery asphalt pavement Out on Post street the party
went and wherever a real slippery
Gallup, New Mexico
tint una fnunll th PUT Wl, atODDed
and stopped almost instantly, to see
II it would 'skid' but it met every wsi
arivan without
Question and the car
topped 'right now.4 The same test
was tried by using only the emergen
tw hnVn. which on? rate indeDeft
denUy of the foot brakes and on the
Map wheal a nnlv and tha rpa.r end of
the car would invariably skid on the
Blippery streets.
"Mr. Peacock certanily demonatrat-mbrakes
FOR GALLUP PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND
that the Ruirk four-whewill work,' and that their factor of
McKINLEY HIGH SCHOOL
Besides
safety is unquestionable.
aafatv there are other advantages
FOR OCTOBER, 1923
mnrh
lev wpftr nn tires and fewer
adjustments than would ordinarily be
of" daliup Public Schools and McKinley County High School
"Report
required on the old system of two
wheel brakes. While the four wheel for October Enrollment:
TOTAL
GIRLS
BOYS
brakes is an innovation in the United
137
66
71
School
69
39
States, it has been in use on the ma- High Grade
30
and Eighth
890
174
.216
jority of European cars for years
Central Building
L 87
190
-.
103
many of the members of the A. E. F.
-re familiar with the French cars in Washington Building
786
which they rode while 'on leave' and
882
404
TOTAL
sometimes wondered how the 'Frog'
DAILY ATTENDANCE
AVERAGE
127.80
63.30
64.50
managed to stop his car so quickly. Hlo-Sohol
65.50
"The simplicity of the ftuick
360.51
brakes was explained very interest- EighthGr.de...........
:
Central
Buiwmg
161.07.
82 40
ingly. The front wheel brakes are Washington Building
- 68 67
built to do 40 per cent, of the break704.88
SRR.73
346.18
nwrn
ing, while the rear wheels have to
perform 60 per cent of the braking,
PERCENT OF ATTENDANCE
. 96.50
thla 4a avnmnHhed throueh an
98.06
....- .High School
98.94
99.33
equalizer, making it impossible for Eighth Grade
xSTJIr
97.65
97.75
the front wheels to be braked before Central Buildlna? .
95.81
the rear wheels. In turning a corner
BuBding .
with brakes applied the outaide front Waahington
Henna
8
0 ';
8
wheel is automatically released, thus
School
1
0
not affecting the steering. My rids High
Grade
Eighth
,J
34
19
was certainly a pleasant one aa well Central Building
105
70
88
as a pleasant surprise, as I did not Washington Building
realize that a car could be brought
148
89
59
under control high rates of speed
TOTAL
IVRT nv TARDINESS
0 quickly and easily, and anybody
timk
115
who has not ridden in this new Buick High' School
"J
6
will certainly enjoy having Mr.
"
E arhth Grade
210
eock demonstrate to them in the fa- Central Building
107
"
649
shion he did our party."
'
Washington Building -- i.
O"'

hair nets.

at Second

Gallup, New Mexico

aa
of

St

E3

steno-

any

kind.

'

Stick and Peace

Unfortunately it remains true that
the best wav to keen most neoolt and
most nations respectable ia - to
them a lively appreciation of
room
house, what will happen to them, u
FOR RENT Three
they go
Rent
partly furished. Close in. Coun- wrong. Detroit Free Press.
reasonable. Apply at McKinley
ty Bank.
. :
105

West

n-2t-- pr

keep-befor-

GOLDEN PURITY

FOR SALE

BUTTER

A full course in Photo Play Writing, Palmer, a full course consisting
of seven books in Memory Training,
and a full course of the Master Key,
total cost of these were $245.00, will
sell for $25.00 or will sell them sep-

arately.

Packeri By
ALAMOSA CREKZiW

Apply at this office.

is-zi--

.'.

....... i..

Bad Impret sion
On Catron's Citizens
SANTA FE, Nov. 5. Catron Coun
ty citizens are justly indignant at the
newspaper articles carrying the auditor's report during the
last week of the ignorance and dis
honesty of one or two of its county
officials, vet completely overlooking
the fact that there are other offiials
doing their best to conduct the county
business in a proper manner and in
no wav reaoonaible for . the loss. yet.
r
the whole county must surxer irom
the impression gained. The stock
man says "We do not mean to criticise
them for the impressions left." This
statement well applies to we raise
publicity being received by our beloved state in articles appearing in
other state dailies and some of the
leading magasines, all due to the efforts of one person to discredit a few
public officers.
long-wind- ed
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"What kind of coal do you wish,

ma'am?"

"Dear me, I am to inexperienced in
several
such things - Are
kinds 1"
"Oh, yes; we have eg coal, cbett- -

there

1 think HI take & egg coal. We
have er-- t often? tun ire nave cestv
nuts."' .Jston Transen.
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